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EISENSTEIN COHOMOLOGY FOR ORTHOGONAL GROUPS AND
THE SPECIAL VALUES OF L-FUNCTIONS FOR GL1 ×O(2n)
CHANDRASHEEL BHAGWAT & A. RAGHURAM
Abstract. For an even positive integer n, we study rank-one Eisenstein cohomology of
the split orthogonal group O(2n + 2) over a totally real number field F. This is used to
prove a rationality result for the ratios of successive critical values of degree-2n Langlands
L-functions associated to the group GL1 × O(2n) over F . The case n = 2 specializes to
classical results of Shimura on the special values of Rankin–Selberg L-functions attached
to a pair of Hilbert modular forms.
Let f =
∑
anq
n and g =
∑
bnq
n be primitive holomorphic modular forms for Γ0(N),
of weights k and l, with nebentypus characters χ and ψ, respectively. Let Q(f, g) be the
number field obtained by adjoining the Fourier coefficients {an} and {bn} to Q. Assume
that k > l. A well-known theorem of Shimura [32] says that for DN (s, f, g), the degree-4
Rankin–Selberg L-function attached to the pair (f, g), and for any integerm with l ≤ m < k,
we have: DN (m, f, g) ≈ (2πi)l+1−2m g(ψ)u+(f)u−(f), where ≈ means equality up to an
element of Q(f, g), u±(f) are the two periods attached to f by Shimura, and g(ψ) is the
Gauss sum of ψ. The result may be refined and stated as a reciprocity law. The integers
l ≤ m < k are all the critical points for DN (s, f, g). There are no critical points if l = k.
Suppose k ≥ l+2, and we look at two successive critical values then the only change in the
right hand side is (2πi)−2 which may be seen to be exactly accounted for by the Γ-factors at
infinity. Suppose L(s, f × g) denotes the completed degree-4 L-function attached to (f, g),
then we deduce:
L(l, f × g) ≈ L(l + 1, f × g) ≈ · · · ≈ L(k − 1, f × g).
The above result is a statement for L-functions for GL2 × GL2 over Q. Shimura also gen-
eralized this to Hilbert modular forms [33], i.e., for GL2 × GL2 over a totally real field F.
Since (GL2 ×GL2)/∆GL1 ≃ GSO(4), one may construe Shimura’s result as a theorem for
the degree-4 L-functions for certain orthogonal groups in four variables. The main theo-
rem of this paper (see Thm. 1 below) generalises Shimura’s result as above to L-functions
for GL1 × O(2n) over a totally real number field F for an even positive integer n. The
principal innovation of this article is that it offers new results on the arithmetic properties
of L-functions for classical groups, outside the framework of general linear groups, via the
Langlands–Shahidi theory of automorphic L-functions. We generalise the work of Harder
and the second author [15] to study Eisenstein cohomology for O(2n + 2), while using
Arthur’s classification [1] as refined by Atobe–Gan [2] for even orthogonal groups, to give a
cohomological interpretation to certain aspects of the Langlands–Shahidi machinery [31].
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We consider the split orthogonal group O(2n) defined by the matrix J2n (see (4)) which
has 1’s along the anti-diagonal and 0’s elsewhere. For now we let G = ResF/Q(O(2n)/F )
be the group over Q given by Weil restriction of scalars from F/Q. (Later, G will be a
bigger orthogonal group and ResF/Q(O(2n)/F ) will be an almost simple factor of the Levi
quotient of a particular parabolic subgroup of G.) Let A denote the ade`le ring of Q, and
Af be the finite ade`les. For an open-compact subgroup Kf of G(Af ) we denote the ade`lic
locally symmetric space with level structureKf by SGKf . These notions are defined in Sect. 1.
Let T be the restriction of scalars of the diagonal torus in O(2n). We take a large enough
Galois extension E of Q containing a copy of F . Let λ ∈ X∗(T ×E) be a dominant integral
weight, and Mλ,E be the algebraic finite-dimensional absolutely irreducible representation
of G × E with highest weight λ. Let M˜λ,E be the associated sheaf of E-vector spaces on
SGKf . A fundamental object of study is the cohomology H•(SGKf ,M˜λ,E) of the space SGKf
with coefficients in the sheaf M˜λ,E. A basic tool to study these cohomology groups is the
long exact sequence attached to the Borel–Serre compactification SGKf = SGKf ∪ ∂SGKf :
· · · −→ H ic(SGKf ,M˜λ,E)
i•−→ H i(SGKf ,M˜λ,E)
r•−→ H i(∂SGKf ,M˜λ,E)
∂•−→ H i+1c (SGKf ,M˜λ,E) −→ · · ·
This is sequence of HGKf -modules, where HGKf is a suitable Hecke-algebra over Q defined as
the restricted tensor-product of local Hecke algebras. For a finite set S of places including
the archimedean and ramified places, we let HG,S denote the abelian subalgebra of HGKf by
taking the tensor product over all places not in S. We often consider the above cohomology
groups as modules over HG,S.
Inner (or interior) cohomology H•! is defined as the image of i
•, i.e., the image of cohomol-
ogy with compact supports inside total cohomology, and complementary to it is Eisenstein
cohomology defined as the image of r•, i.e., image of the total cohomology in the cohomology
of the boundary. In Sect. 3.1 we define strongly-inner cohomology H•!! which is a subspace
of H•! . The definition is motivated by [15], where strongly-inner cohomology is defined for
GLN/F having the virtue that under any embedding ι : E → C, rendering the context
transcendental, strongly-inner cohomology base-changes to cuspidal cohomology. However,
the general linear group dealt with in [15] is misleadingly simple. In the context of orthog-
onal groups, we appeal to Arthur’s classification of the discrete spectrum as expounded by
Atobe–Gan [2], and offer a definition of strongly-inner cohomology defined over E which
captures an essential part of the cuspidal cohomology of G (see Def. 25). For a finite set S
of places including the archimedean places, if σS is a HG,S-module appearing in H•!! then
for every embedding ι : E → C, there is a cuspidal automorphic representation ισ of O(2n)
over F such that (i) σS⊗E,ιC = ⊗v/∈Sισv; (ii) ισ is globally generic for a pre-specified Whit-
taker datum; (iii) the Arthur parameter Ψισ of
ισ is a cuspidal representation of GL2n/F ;
and (iv) for each archimedean place v of F , ισv is a certain discrete series representation of
O(n, n)(R), the real split orthogonal group, attached to the weight ιµv–the last condition
needing our assumption that n is even. It is part of the defining property of strongly-inner
cohomology that it provides a rational structure to a part of cuspidal cohomology of G. For
us, strongly-inner cohomology is an ad hoc replacement of Clozel’s results [10] on rational
structure on cuspidal cohomology for GLn.
3Let χ◦ be a finite order Hecke character of F taking values in E, and d be an integer. Let
χ stand for the algebraic Hecke character of F with values in E which for an embedding
ι : E → C gives a continuous homomorphism ιχ : F×\A×F → C× of the form ιχ = ιχ◦⊗| |−d.
For a strongly-inner Hecke summand σS , given the cuspidal automorphic representation ισ
as above, we consider the degree-2n completed L-function L(s, ιχ × ισ). This L-function
should be construed as the Langlands–Shahidi L-function (see case (Dn,i) of Appendix A
in Shahidi’s book [31]) attached to any summand in the restriction of ισ to SO(2n)/F and
the character ιχ. An integer m is said to be critical for L(s, ιχ × ισ) if the L-factors at
infinity on either side of the functional equation are regular at s = m. Our main result on
rationality properties of critical values of L(s, ιχ× ισ) is the following:
Theorem 1. Let µ ∈ X∗(T × E) be a dominant integral weight; suppose µ = (µτ )τ :F→E,
with µτ = (µτ1 , . . . , µ
τ
n), µ
τ
j ∈ Z, and µτ1 ≥ · · · ≥ µτn−1 ≥ |µτn|. Define
µmin := min{ |µτn| }τ :F→E.
Assume that µmin ≥ 1. Let σS be a Hecke summand appearing in the strongly-inner coho-
mology of O(2n)/F with coefficients in M˜µ,E . For an embedding ι : E → C, let ισ be the
cuspidal automorphic representation of O(2n)/F. Let χ◦ be a finite-order Hecke character
of F that takes values in E and d ∈ Z, giving a character ιχ = ιχ◦ ⊗ | |−d as above. We
have:
(i) The critical set of L(s, ιχ× ισ) is given by the 2µmin consecutive integers
{d+ 1− µmin, d+ 2− µmin, . . . , d+ µmin − 1, d+ µmin}.
The critical set is independent of ι.
Since L(s, ιχ× ισ) = L(s− d, ιχ◦ × ισ), for rationality of critical values we consider the
critical values of L(s, ιχ◦ × ισ).
(ii) The assumption µmin ≥ 1 guarantees the existence of at least two successive critical
points. Suppose m and m+ 1 are critical, and m 6= 0, then we have:
L(m, ιχ◦ × ισ)
L(m+ 1, ιχ◦ × ισ) ∈ ι(E).
The above conclusion is also valid for m = 0 provided we assume furthermore that
ισ is tempered at all finite places.
(iii) For every η ∈ Gal(Q¯/Q), we have the reciprocity law:
η
(
L(m, ιχ◦ × ισ)
L(m+ 1, ιχ◦ × ισ)
)
=
L(m, η◦ιχ◦ × η◦ισ)
L(m+ 1, η◦ιχ◦ × η◦ισ) .
The calculation of the critical set in (i) follows from knowing the Langlands parameter
of discrete series representations, which, together with the archimedean case of the local
Langlands correspondence, gives us the local L-factor at infinity. See Sect. 4.2.
For the rest of the theorem, we follow the general framework of [15], however, we encounter
serious difficulties in that we are working with an orthogonal group and not a general linear
group. For (ii) and (iii), as in [15], there is an underlying combinatorial lemma (Sect. 5)
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which says that we need to prove a rationality result for one specific ratio of critical values
for a general family, and then the result automatically follows for all ratios of successive
critical values. The critical set calculation gives that the combinatorial condition
(2) 1− µmin ≤ −(d+ n) ≤ µmin − 1
is equivalent to the fact that s = −n and s = 1−n are critical for L(s, ιχ× ισ). Under this
condition, we prove
(3)
L(−n, ιχ× ισ)
L(1− n, ιχ× ισ) ∈ ι(E),
and also prove a reciprocity law as in (iii) for this particular ratio; then both (ii) and (iii)
of the theorem follow by letting d vary as long as the combinatorial condition (2) is satisfied.
Turns out that the constraint imposed on d by the inequalities in (2) exactly captures every
successive ratio of critical values for L(s, ιχ◦ × ισ), no more and no less!
The technical heart of the proof of (3) concerns rank-one Eisenstein cohomology for
O(2n+2)/F and Langlands’s constant term theorem viewed in terms of maps in cohomol-
ogy. Changing notations, we henceforth let G = ResF/Q(O(2n+2)/F ). Let P = ResF/Q(P0)
where P0 is the maximal parabolic subgroup of O(2n+ 2)/F whose Levi quotient is M0 =
GL1/F ×O(2n)/F. The combinatorial lemma also gives that the algebraically and paraboli-
cally induced representation aInd
G(Af )
P (Af )
(χf×σf ) appears in the cohomology of the boundary
in a very special degree; this involves combinatorial subtleties on Kostant representatives in
Weyl groups. We prove a ‘Manin–Drinfeld principle’ (Thm. 65) which says that this induced
representation together with its partner across an intertwining operator splits off as an iso-
typic component; this theorem uses results of Arthur and Atobe–Gan on the classification of
the discrete spectrum for orthogonal groups. We then prove our main theorem on rank-one
Eisenstein cohomology (Thm. 76) which says that the image of Eisenstein cohomology in
this isotypic component is analogous to a line in a two-dimensional plane. If one passes to
a transcendental situation using an embedding ι : E → C, then via Langlands’s constant
term theorem, the slope of this line is the required ratio of L-values.
There are certain archimedean problems that need to be solved. First, the classification
of discrete series representations works best for a connected semisimple Lie group. For us,
the (almost-)simple factor of the Levi group M0(R) is O(n, n)(R), the real split orthogonal
group, whose group of connected components has order 4. The action of this group of
connected components on relative Lie algebra cohomology of the discrete series represen-
tation of O(n, n)(R)◦ = SO(n, n)(R)◦ necessitates some arduous book-keeping. We review
the details in Sect. 2. Next, we need a delicate analysis of the rationality properties of
archimedean representations and intertwining operators; see Sect. 6.6. As in other contexts
involving Eisenstein cohomology ([15], [27]), the point of evaluation s = −n being a critical
point, and if we are on the right of the unitary axis (see Sect. 6.5), then from general results
of Casselman–Shahidi [9], it follows that the induced representations at hand are irreducible
and the standard intertwining operator is well-defined and finite at this point. We show
in Prop. 59 that the map induced in relative Lie algebra cohomology by the archimedean
standard intertwining operator contributes, up to nonzero rational numbers, the ratio of
local archimedean L-values in (3).
5As mentioned earlier, what’s new in this article is that it represents the first serious study
of the arithmetic properties of L-functions for classical groups, outside the framework of
general linear groups, via a cohomological interpretation of certain parts of the Langlands–
Shahidi theory of L-functions [31]. We expect our methods to pave the way to study the
arithmetic of other families of automorphic L-functions. For n = 2, our results specialize
to results of Shimura, however, for all even n ≥ 4 the results are new. A technically subtle
point, the full import of which we hadn’t appreciated in our announcement [5], is our use
of O(2n) and not SO(2n); Arthur’s classification [1] of the discrete spectrum for SO(2n)
is only up to conjugation by the ambient O(2n); this was finessed by Atobe and Gan [2]
who gave a satisfactory classification for the discrete spectrum for O(2n). We also refer the
reader to [5] where we explain the need to work intrinsically with O(2n), and not transfer
to GL(2n), to prove our main theorem on the special values of L-functions. Finally, our
theorem on the rationality of ratios of successive critical values is compatible with Deligne’s
conjecture [11] on the critical values of motivic L-functions. The reader is referred to the
forthcoming article of Deligne and the second author [12] which gives a motivic explanation
for a growing body of results on ratios of successive critical values including the main result
of this article.
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1. Preliminaries on the cohomology of orthogonal groups
1.1. The base field and algebraic groups. Let F be a totally real number field of degree
rF = [F : Q]. Let ΣF := Hom(F,R) = Hom(F,C) be the set of all embeddings of F into R
or C, and denote by S∞ the set of archimedean places of F . Of course, S∞ is in bijection
with ΣF . The completion of F at any place v is denoted Fv. For v ∈ S∞, we identify Fv
with R. Let n = 2r ≥ 2 be an even integer. Let G0 = O(2n+ 2)/F be the split orthogonal
group defined by the equation ⊺g J2n+2 g = J2n+2, where
⊺g is the transpose of g, and for
any positive integer m, the matrix Jm is given by:
(4) Jm =
 1. . .
1

m×m
.
When the size m is clear from context we will denote Jm simply by J. The subgroup B0
consisting of all upper triangular matrices in G0 defines a Borel subgroup of G0. Let T0 ⊂ B0
be a split torus of G0 consisting of the diagonal matrices. Let N0 be the unipotent radical of
T0 in B0. So we have B0 = T0N0. Let G = RF/Q(G0/F ) be the group obtained by the Weil
restriction of scalars to Q. Similarly, for B0, T0, and N0, we denote the Q-groups obtained
from by restriction of scalars by B, T, and N , respectively.
1.2. The groups at infinity. The group of real points of G is given by
G(R) =
∏
v∈S∞
G(Fv) =
∏
v∈S∞
O(n+ 1, n+ 1)(R).
The map g 7→ ⊺g−1 defines a Cartan involution on G(R) and its fixed points define a
maximal compact subgroup K∞ of G(R):
K∞ ≃
∏
v∈S∞
O(n+ 1)(R)×O(n+ 1)(R).
To describe this isomorphism explicitly, consider the map
h : O(n+ 1)(R)×O(n+ 1)(R) −→ O(n+ 1, n + 1)(R),
which is defined by:
(5) (k, l) 7→ h(k, l) = 1
2
(
k + JlJ kJ − Jl
Jk − lJ JkJ + l
)
,
where k, l ∈ O(n+1)(R), i.e., they satisfy ⊺k ·k = In+1 = ⊺l · l, and J in the formula above is
Jn+1. We leave it to the reader to check that h is a homomorphism and that the image of h
lies in O(n+1, n+1)(R); i.e., the map h gives an embedding of O(n+1)(R)×O(n+1)(R) →֒
O(n+ 1, n + 1)(R). For v ∈ S∞, let Kv be the image of O(n+ 1)(R)× O(n+ 1)(R) inside
Gv, and put K∞ =
∏
v∈S∞
Kv ; its connected component of the identity is K
◦
∞ which is
isomorphic to
∏
v∈S∞
SO(n + 1)(R) × SO(n + 1)(R) and the component groups π0(G(R)) =
π0(K∞) ≃ (Z/2Z × Z/2Z)rF . For any m ≥ 1, let’s write δm = diag(−1, 1, . . . , 1), and put
SO(m)(R)† := SO(m)(R)δm, then SO(m)(R) and SO(m)(R)† are the connected components
7of O(m)(R). For v ∈ S∞, define a subgroup Kv of Kv by
(6) Kv := h(SO(n+ 1)(R)× SO(n+ 1)(R)) ∪ h(SO(n+ 1)(R)† × SO(n+ 1)(R)†)
and let K∞ :=
∏
v∈S∞
Kv. The component group of K∞ will be described later, and will be
used in the context of boundary cohomology.
1.3. Ade`lic locally symmetric spaces. Let A be the ring of ade`les of Q, and Af denote
the finite ade`les. Let Kf =
∏
v/∈S∞
Kv ⊂ G(Af ) be an open compact subgroup. We will work
with the ade`lic symmetric space for G defined by
SG := G(A)/K∞Kf = G(R)/K∞ ×G(Af )/Kf .
The discrete subgroup G(Q) of G(A) acts properly discontinuously on G(A)/K∞Kf . The
ade`lic locally symmetric space SGKf , with level structure Kf is the quotient space given by
G(A)/K∞Kf ։ G(Q)\G(A)/K∞Kf .
Note the technical artifice of dividing by K∞; this will be useful later (see Sect. 6.6.6).
In principle, we can divide by any subgroup in between K◦∞ and K∞. When we associate
similar locally symmetric spaces for Levi subgroups of G, and compute the action of the
group of components on the cohomology of a discrete series representation, in preparation
to describe parts of the cohomology of the Borel–Serre boundary, then the virtue of dividing
by K∞ will become clear. The level structure Kf will be assumed to be neat which ensures
that for any g
f
∈ G(Af ), the discrete subgroup G(Q) ∩ gfKfg−1f of G(R) is torsion free.
Given any open compact subgroup Kf , we may pass to a subgroup of finite index which is
neat. Later we will also assume that Kf is a principal congruence subgroup (see 7.2.2).
1.4. The character module and dominant integral weights. Let E be a ‘large enough’
finite Galois extension of Q such that Hom(F,R) = Hom(F,E). The meaning of ‘large
enough’ is usually clear from the context; we will want some Hecke summands in inner
cohomology to split over E. Let X∗(T×E) = Homalg(T×E,Gm) be the group of characters
of T × E. We have:
X∗(T × E) =
⊕
τ :F→E
X∗(T0 ×F,τ E).
A character λ ∈ X∗(T × E), also called an integral weight for T , will be written in the
above decomposition as λ = (λτ )τ :F→E, with λ
τ ∈ X∗(T0×F,τ E) = Homalg(T0×F,τ E,Gm);
furthermore, we write λτ = (λτ0 , λ
τ
1 , . . . , λ
τ
n), with integrality of λ meaning that λ
τ
j ∈ Z, and
describe its values on elements of the diagonal torus by:
λτ (diag[t0, . . . , tn, t
−1
n , . . . , t
−1
0 ]) =
n∏
i=0
t
λτi
i .
The Galois group Gal(E/Q) acts on X∗(T ×E) by: (ηλ)τ := λη−1◦τ , for all λ ∈ X∗(T ×E),
τ : F → E, and η ∈ Gal(E/Q). An integral weight λ = (λτ )τ :F→E ∈ X∗(T × E) is said to
be a dominant with respect to Borel subgroup B if for all τ : F → E we have:
λτ0 ≥ λτ1 ≥ . . . ≥ λτn−1 ≥ |λτn|.
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We denote the set of dominant integral weights for T by X∗+(T × E).
1.5. The sheaf M˜λ,E and its cohomology.
1.5.1. Let G◦ = ResF/Q(SO(2n+2)/F ) denote the connected component of the identity of
G. Given λ = (λτ )τ :F→E ∈ X∗+(T ×E) as above, let (ρλ,Nλ,E) be the absolutely irreducible
finite-dimensional representation of the group G◦ × E with highest weight λ. Consider
the induced representation IndG×EG◦×E(ρλ); we denote its representation space as Mλ,E. We
may parse Mλ,E over the embeddings τ : F → E as follows: let Nλτ ,E be the absolutely
irreducible finite-dimensional representation of SO(2n + 2)×F,τE with highest weight λτ ;
induce Nλτ ,E to a representation Mλτ ,E of O(2n+ 2)×F,τE, then
Mλ,E =
⊗
τ :F→E
Mλτ ,E.
The tensor product is of E-vector spaces.
1.5.2. Consider the quotient map: π : G(A)/K∞Kf → G(Q)\G(A)/K∞Kf . The repre-
sentation Mλ,E gives a sheaf M˜λ,E of E-vector spaces on the space SGKf defined as: the
sections over any open subset V of SGKf are given by
M˜λ,E(V ) := {s : π−1(V )→Mλ,E | s is smooth, and
s(γx) = ρλ(γ)s(x), ∀ γ ∈ G(Q), x ∈ π−1(V )},
where, smooth means locally constant at non-archimedean places, and infinitely differen-
tiable at the archimedean places.
1.5.3. Analogous to [15, Lem. 2.3], we need to ask the question: under what conditions is
the sheaf M˜λ,E nonzero? In our context this has an easy answer: suppose Z0 is the center
of G0 and Z = ResF/Q(Z0), then Z(Q) = Z0(F ) = {±I}. It’s easy to see that Z(Q) ∩K∞
is trivial. Hence, we deduce that the sheaf M˜λ,E is nonzero. Of course, since the center
is finite, and since we may replace Kf by a finite-index subgroup, we are guaranteed that
Z(Q) ∩K∞Kf is trivial.
1.6. The cohomology of M˜λ,E.
1.6.1. A fundamental object of interest is the cohomology H•(SGKf ,M˜λ,E) of the space
SGKf with coefficients in the sheaf M˜λ,E. At this point, the reader is referred to [15,
Sect. 2.3] for generalities on these cohomology groups. We will be brief here in an ef-
fort to make this article reasonably self-contained. Let HGKf = C∞c (G(Af )/Kf ) be the
set of all locally constant and compactly supported bi-Kf -invariant Q-valued functions on
G(Af ). Take the Haar measure on G(Af ) to be the product of local Haar measures, and for
every prime p, the local measure is normalized so that vol(G(Zp)) = 1. Then HGKf is a Q-
algebra under convolution. We have an action of π0(G(R)) × HGKf on H•(SGKf ,M˜λ,E).
Functorial properties of the sheaves M˜λ,E upon changing the field E are relevant for
9Galois actions on the cohomology groups H•(SGKf ,M˜λ,E), and also for the relation of
these cohomology groups with automorphic forms using an embedding ι : E → C that
gives a map ι• : H•(SGKf ,M˜λ,E) → H•(SGKf ,M˜ιλ,C). The embedding ι gives a bijection
ι∗ : Hom(F,E) → Hom(F,C) via composition. The weight ιλ may be described by:
ιλ = ((ιλ)τ )τ :F→C where (
ιλ)τ = λι
−1
∗ τ .
1.6.2. A long exact sequence. Let S¯GKf be the Borel–Serre compactification of SGKf ; i.e.,
S¯GKf = SGKf ∪ ∂SGKf , where the boundary is stratified as ∂SGKf = ∪P∂PSGKf , with P running
through the G(Q)-conjugacy classes of proper parabolic subgroups defined over Q. (See
Borel–Serre [7].) The sheaf M˜λ,E on SGKf naturally extends to a sheaf on S¯GKf that we also
denote by M˜λ,E . The inclusion SGKf →֒ S¯GKf is a homotopy equivalence, and hence the
restriction from S¯GKf to SGKf induces an isomorphism in cohomology H•(S¯GKf ,M˜λ,E)
∼−→
H•(SGKf ,M˜λ,E). The cohomology of the boundary H•(∂SGKf ,M˜λ,E) and the cohomology
with compact supports H•c (SGKf ,M˜λ,E) are naturally modules for π0(G(R))×HGKf .We have
the following long exact sequence of π0(G(R)) ×HGKf -modules:
· · · −→ H ic(SGKf ,M˜λ,E)
i•−→ H i(S¯GKf ,M˜λ,E)
r•−→ H i(∂SGKf ,M˜λ,E)
∂•−→ H i+1c (SGKf ,M˜λ,E) −→ · · · .
1.6.3. Inner and Eisenstein cohomology. The image of cohomology with compact sup-
ports inside the full cohomology is called inner or interior cohomology and is denoted
H•! (SGKf ,M˜λ,E) := Image(i•). Complementary to inner cohomology is Eisenstein cohomol-
ogy, defined as: H•Eis(∂SGKf ,M˜λ,E) := Image(r•). Let’s note that neither inner cohomology
nor Eisenstein cohomology is not an honest-to-goodness cohomology theory, however, the
terminology is very convenient and helps with our geometric intuition with the nature of
the cohomology classes therein. Functorial properties on changing the base field E ap-
ply verbatim to the cohomology groups H•? (SGKf ,M˜λ,E), where ? ∈ {empty, c, !, ∂}; by
H•∂(SGKf ,M˜λ,E) we mean H•(∂SGKf ,M˜λ,E).
1.6.4. Cohomology of a boundary stratum ∂PSGKf . There is a spectral sequence whose
Epq1 -term is built from the cohomology of various boundary strata ∂PSGKf that converges to
the cohomology of ∂SGKf (see [15, Sect. 4.1]). For the moment P will denote any (represen-
tative of a G(Q)-conjugacy class of a) proper maximal parabolic subgroup of G, but from
Sect. 1.7 it will denote a particular parabolic subgroup. The cohomology of any individual
boundary strata ∂PSGKf is described in terms of representations induced from the cohomol-
ogy of the Levi quotient of that boundary strata; we will briefly recall the essentials here
while referring the reader to [15, Sect. 4.2] for more details. It is convenient to pass to the
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limit over all open-compact subgroups Kf and define
H•(∂PSG,M˜λ,E) := lim−→
Kf
H•(∂PSGKf ,M˜λ,E),
on which there is an action of G(Af ); for a given Kf we may retrieve H•(∂PSGKf ,M˜λ,E) by
taking the Kf invariants: H
•(∂PSG,M˜λ,E)Kf . Let κP : P → P/UP =MP be the canonical
map from P onto its Levi quotient MP by going modulo its unipotent radical UP . Define
KMP∞ = κP (P (R) ∩ K∞); later, we will carefully analyse the inner structure of KMP∞ , for
a particular maximal parabolic subgroup. For any level structure Cf ⊂ MP (Af ), define a
locally symmetric space
(7) SMPCf = MP (Q)\MP (A)/KMP∞ Cf .
Again, it is convenient to pass to the limit over all open-compact subgroups Cf ; define
H•(SMP ,M˜) := lim−→
Cf
H•(SMPCf ,M˜).
We recall Prop. 4.2 of loc. cit.:
Proposition 8. The cohomology of the boundary stratum for P is given by:
H•(∂PSG,M˜λ,E) = aIndπ0(G(R))×G(Af )π0(P (R))×P (Af )
(
H•(SMP , ˜H•(uP ,Mλ,E))
)
,
where the notations are: the Lie algebra of UP is uP ; H
•(uP ,Mλ,E) is the Lie algebra
cohomology of Mλ,E that is naturally an MP -module giving us a sheaf on SMPCf ; the co-
homology group on the right hand side is a module for π0(MP (R)) ×MP (Af ); note that
π0(MP (R)) = π0(P (R)); aInd stands for algebraic, or un-normalized, induction which is
clear from P (Af ) to G(Af ); induction from π0(P (R)) to π0(G(R)) means that we take
invariants under the kernel of the canonical map π0(P (R))→ π0(G(R)).
A celebrated theorem of Kostant [22] asserts that as an MP × E-module, one has a
multiplicity-free decomposition:
(9) Hq(uP ,Mλ,E) ≃
⊕
w∈WP
l(w)=q
Mw·λ,E.
whereWP is a special subset of the Weyl group of G consisting of all Kostant representatives
(see Sect. 5.2 below), and for any element w in the Weyl group, l(w) will denote its length
defined in terms of simple reflections; the twisted action of w on a weight λ is denoted w ·λ;
see Sect. 5.1. When P is of the form ResF/Q(P0) for a parabolic subgroup P0 of G0, the
elements of WP and the above decomposition of unipotent cohomology can be parsed over
τ : F → E as described in [15, Sect. 4.2.2]. Now, Prop. 8 together with (9) gives:
Proposition 10. The cohomology of ∂PSG is given by
Hq(∂PSG,M˜λ,E) =
⊕
w∈WP
aInd
π0(G(R))×G(Af )
π0(P (R))×P (Af )
(
Hq−l(w)(SMP ,M˜w·λ,E)
)
.
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We will be especially interested in certain summands in the cohomology in some special
degrees of the boundary stratum ∂PSG for one particular maximal parabolic subgroup P
of G that we describe in the next subsection.
1.7. The root system for G0 and the maximal parabolic subgroup P0. The root sys-
tem for G0 with respect to the split torus T0, is given by ∆G0 := {±ei ± ej : 0 ≤ i < j ≤ n} ,
where ei is defined by ei(diag[t0, . . . , tn, t
−1
n , . . . , t
−1
0 ]) = ti for each 0 ≤ i ≤ n. The positive
roots with respect to the Borel subgroup B0 are: ∆
+
G0
= {ei ± ej : 0 ≤ i < j ≤ n}. Half the
sum of positive roots for G0 is:
ρG0 =
n∑
j=0
(n− j)ej = ne0 + (n− 1)e1 . . .+ 1en−1 + 0en.
The simple roots are:
ΠG0 := {α0 = e0 − e1, α1 = e1 − e2, . . . αn−1 = en−1 − en, αn = en−1 + en}.
Henceforth, we let P0 be the maximal parabolic subgroup of G0 corresponding to deleting
the first simple root α0 = e0 − e1. The unipotent radical of P0 is given by
UP0 =

uy1,y2,...,y2n =

1 y1 y2 . . . y2n 0
1 −y2n
1 −y2n−1
. . .
...
. . . −y1
1

| y1, . . . , y2n ∈ Ga

.
The Levi decomposition is P0 =MP0UP0 , where
MP0 = P0/UP0
∼= A0 × ◦MP0 , A0 ∼= GL1/F, ◦MP0 ∼= O(2n)/F.
In matrix form, MP0 is given by
MP0 =

 x g
x−1
 | x ∈ GL(1), g ∈ O(2n)
 .
We put P = ResF/Q(P0), then MP = ResF/Q(MP0) is its Levi quotient. The parabolic
subgroup P of G being fixed, we often drop P from the notation. The diagonal torus T0 of
G0 is contained inM0 :=MP0 , and we can write it as T0 = A0×◦T0 where ◦T0 is the diagonal
torus in ◦M0 :=
◦MP0 . After restricting scalars from F to Q, we have T = A × ◦T. The
discussions about locally symmetric spaces, finite-dimensional algebraic representations, the
corresponding sheaves and their cohomology for G, are all applicable mutatis mutandis to
◦M := ◦MP = ResF/Q(
◦MP0).
1.8. Dimensions of certain ade`lic locally symmetric spaces. Some piquant numerol-
ogy involving various dimensions plays a role in our cohomology computations; for later use,
we record some relevant dimensions. For notational simplicity, we will henceforth denote
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the groups MP0/F and
◦MP0/F by M0 and
◦M0, respectively. The dimension of the locally
symmetric space SGKf for G = ResF/Q(O(2n + 2)/F ) with level structure Kf is
dim(SGKf ) = rF · (n+ 1)2.
The dimension of its Borel–Serre boundary ∂SGKf is
dim(∂SGKf ) = rF · (n+ 1)2 − 1.
Now consider ◦M = ResF/Q(O(2n)/F ); the connected component of the identity of the
maximal compact subgroup K◦M(R) of
◦M(R) is:
K◦◦M(R) =
∏
τ∈ΣF
SO(n)× SO(n),
and for any open-compact subgroup K◦Mf of
◦M(Af ) we define:
(11) S◦MK◦Mf =
◦M(Q)\◦M(A)/K◦◦M(R)K◦Mf .
Whereas for SGKf we divided by K∞ which is in between the full maximal compact sub-
group at infinity and its connected component, for dim(S
◦M
K◦Mf
) we divide by the connected
component of the maximal compact subgroup at infinity. We have
dim(S◦MK◦Mf ) = rF · n
2,
and its middle dimension (since n is even) is:
qm :=
1
2
dim S◦MK◦M,f =
rF · n2
2
.
This particular middle-dimension is interesting, since, it is only in this middle-degree that
a discrete series representation of ◦M(R) has nontrivial cohomology.
Write M = A × ◦M where A = ResF/Q(GL1). Note that A contains a copy of Gm/Q,
which we denote by S. We have the group of real points:
A(R) =
∏
τ∈ΣF
R×, ◦M(R) =
∏
τ∈ΣF
O(n, n)(R), M(R) = A(R)× ◦M(R).
The group S(R) = R× sits diagonally in A(R). Let κP : P → P/UP = M be the canonical
surjection. Let Cf be the open compact subgroup of M(Af ) defined by
Cf = κP (Kf ∩ P (Af )).
We suppose thatKf is such that we can write Cf = Bf×◦Cf , for an open compact subgroup
Bf of A(Af ) and an open compact subgroup ◦Cf of ◦M(Af ). Define the locally symmetric
space for A as
SABf := A(Q)\A(A)/S(R)◦Bf = F×\A×F /S(R)◦Bf ; dim(SABf ) = rF − 1,
and the locally symmetric space for M as:
(12) SMCf := SABf × S
◦M
◦Cf
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Hence, we see:
dim(SMCf ) = rF − 1 + rF · n2 = 2qm + rF − 1.
For later use, we denote
qb := qm = rF · n2/2,
qt := qm + rF − 1 = rF · n2/2 + rF − 1.
(13)
Note: qb + qt = dim(SMCf ). Furthermore, let’s denote:
qb := qb +
1
2 dim(UP ) = rF (n
2/2 + n),
qt := qt +
1
2 dim(UP ) = rF (n
2/2 + n+ 1)− 1.(14)
Note: qb + qt = dim(∂SGKf ). The subscripts b, m, and t are meant to suggest ‘bottom’,
‘middle’, and ‘top’.
1.9. Cohomology of spaces associated to the Levi subgroup MP . There is a delicate
interplay between the various ‘locally symmetric spaces’ attached to the Levi quotient MP
of our parabolic subgroup P. As before, we abbreviate MP as M. Here we clarify the
mutual relationship between these spaces and their cohomology. Fix a level structure Cf ⊂
M(Af ) which we assume to be of the form Bf × ◦Cf as in the previous subsection. Define
S˜ABf := A(Q)\A(A)/Bf , and let θA : S˜ABf → SABf denote the canonical map which is a
S(R)◦-fibration. Now define:
(15) S˜MCf := S˜ABf × S
◦M
◦Cf
,
which comes with the fibration θM : S˜MCf → SMCf , defined as θM = θA × 1S◦M◦Cf . We have the
following spaces:
• SMCf ; defined in (12); it’s the space that we can best refer to as the locally symmetric
space attached to M .
• S˜MCf , defined in (15); it comes with the fibration θM : S˜MCf → SMCf .
• SMCf , defined in (7); note that we have a finite-cover S˜MCf → S
MP
Cf
whose fibre is the
kernel of the map π0(M(R))→ π0(G(R)).
Let’s clarify the relation between the cohomology groups attached to these spaces and a
sheaf M˜ (which for us will be of the form M˜µ,E for a dominant integral weight µ for M)
that is defined compatibly on all these three spaces. Denote
(16) π0(M(R)) := Kernel (π0(M(R))→ π0(G(R))) .
In the description of the cohomology of a boundary stratum (see Prop. 10) one is naturally
led to the cohomology of SMCf , which is related to the cohomology of S˜MCf via:
(17) H•(SMCf ,M˜) = H•(S˜MCf ,M˜)π0(M(R)).
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Next, the cohomology of the locally symmetric space SMCf can be pulled-back, via the map
induced by θM , to the cohomology of S˜MCf , i.e., we have a map:
(18) θ∗M : H
•(SMCf ,M˜) → H•(S˜MCf ,M˜).
2. Discrete series representations and relative Lie algebra cohomology
For an archimedean place v of F , in this section we review some basics for discrete
series representations of ◦MP0(Fv) which is the real split even orthogonal group O(n, n)(R).
Some care needs to be exercised because of the disconnectedness of O(n, n)(R). We are
especially interested in the action of its group of connected components on relative Lie
algebra cohomology of discrete series representations.
2.1. Discrete series representations for a connected semisimple Lie group. We
briefly review the general theory which is due to Harish-Chandra, and refer the reader to
Borel–Wallach [8, II.5] for more details and references. Just for this subsection, we let G
stand for a connected semisimple Lie group, and K a maximal compact subgroup of G. Let
g and k be the Lie algebras of G and K, respectively. Denote their complexfications as gC
and kC, respectively. Suppose that rank(G) = rank(K). Let h be a Cartan subalgebra of
both g and k, and hC its complexification. Let Φ be the root system of gC with respect
to hC and let P (Φ) be the weight lattice for Φ. A weight Λ ∈ P (Φ) is called regular if
〈Λ, α〉 6= 0 for any α ∈ Φ. A regular weight Λ gives a positive system of roots and their
half-sum:
Φ+ := {α ∈ Φ : 〈Λ, α〉 > 0}, ρ := 1
2
∑
α∈Φ+
α.
Denote the set of compact roots by ΦK ; a compact root is a root whose rootspace lies in
kC; the positive system Φ
+ gives a positive system for compact roots, and their half-sum:
Φ+K := ΦK ∩ Φ+; ρK :=
1
2
∑
α∈Φ+
K
α.
Let γ : Z(U(gC))
∼−→ Sym(hC)WG be the Harish-Chandra isomorphism for the center
Z(U(gC)) of the enveloping algebra U(gC) of gC; the Weyl group of G is denoted WG.
For each regular weight Λ ∈ P (Φ), we can associate a discrete series representation πΛ of
G such that:
(1) The infinitesimal character of πΛ is χΛ defined by χΛ(z) = Λ(γ(z)),∀z ∈ Z(U(gC)).
Thus, πΛ and πΛ′ have same infinitesimal character if and only if there is w ∈ WG
such that wλ = λ′.
(2) The lowest K-type of πΛ|K has multiplicity one and its highest weight (called the
Blattner parameter) is given by Λ + ρ− 2ρK .
(3) The representations πΛ and πΛ′ are equivalent if there is w ∈ WK , the Weyl group
of K, such that wΛ = Λ′.
The following proposition describes the cohomology of a discrete series representation;
see [8, Prop. II.5.3].
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Proposition 19. Let (πΛ, V ) be a discrete series representation as above. Let VK be the
(g,K)-module of K-finite vectors in V . Let M be a finite-dimensional complex irreducible
representation of G whose contragredient is denoted Mv.
(1) If the highest weight of M 6= Λ− ρ, then Ext•g,k(M, VK) = 0.
(2) If the highest weight ofM = Λ−ρ, then Extjg,k(M, VK) = 0, unless j = 12 dim(G/K),
and in this ‘middle-degree’ it is one-dimensional.
(3) The relative Lie algebra cohomology H•(g, k; Mv ⊗H) is non-vanishing only when
the highest weight of M is Λ− ρ and the degree • = 12 dim(G/K). In this case it is
one-dimensional and supported on the Blattner parameter.
2.2. Discrete series representations of orthogonal groups. Fix an archimedean place
v of F. Just for this Sect. 2.2, for brevity, we introduce these notation:
◦M := ◦MP0v =
◦MP0(Fv) = O(n, n)(R), the real split even orthogonal group;
◦M◦ := ◦M◦P0v = SO(n, n)(R)
◦, the connected component of identity in ◦M ;
K := K◦MP0v = {g ∈M | ⊺g g = I2n}, the maximal compact subgroup of ◦M ;
K◦ := K◦◦MP0v
, the connected component of identity in K,
◦m the Lie algebra of ◦M or of ◦M◦, and k the Lie algebra of K or of K◦.
2.2.1. Representatives for the group of connected components. The compact group
K is isomorphic to O(n)(R) × O(n)(R), the isomorphism being the map h defined in (5),
but after replacing n+1 by n. Inclusion induces an equality π0(K) = π0(
◦M) of component
groups; we give explicit representatives for elements of these component groups. Recall that
δn = diag(−1, 1, . . . , 1). Then π0(O(n)(R)) = {In, δn}. Further, if g ∈ O(n)(R) then clearly
Jn g Jn ∈ O(n)(R). Hence, Jn δn Jn also represents the nontrivial element of π0(O(n)(R)).
We take as representatives for the connected components of O(n)(R)×O(n)(R) the elements
{(In, In), (In, δn), (JnδnJn, In), (JnδnJn, δn)}.
For any integer m ≥ 1, let
(20) s2m :=
Im−1 −I2
Im−1
 , and κ2m :=
Im−1 J2
Im−1
 .
One can check that h(In, δn) = κ2n, and h(JnδnJn, δn) = s2n. Furthermore, one sees:
κ2n ∈ O(n, n)(R) \ SO(n, n)(R), s2n ∈ SO(n, n)(R) \ SO(n, n)(R)◦.
The component group π0(K) of K (as also π0(
◦M) of ◦M) is isomorphic to Z/2Z× Z/2Z,
and as representatives we take:
{I2n, s2n, κ2n, s2nκ2n} .
Note that s2nκ2n = κ2ns2n.
2.2.2. Compact Cartan subgroups and subalgebras. At the level of Lie algebras, the
same map h gives us tK , a compact Cartan subalgebra that is shared by both
◦m and
k◦M , the Lie algebras of
◦M and K, respectively. Let aθ :=
(
0 −θ
θ 0
)
for θ ∈ R. Given
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θ1, . . . , θn ∈ R, let k and l be elements of so(n), the Lie algebra of the compact SO(n)(R),
defined by
k =
aθ1 . . .
aθr
 , l =
aθr+1 . . .
aθn
 ; recall that n = 2r.
Then, we check that
h(k, l) =

a(θ1−θn)/2 a(θ1+θn)/2J2
. . . . .
.
a(θr−θr+1)/2 a(θr+θr+1)/2J2
a−(θr+θr+1)/2J2 a(θr+1−θr)/2
. .
. . . .
a−(θ1+θn)/2J2 a(θn−θ1)/2

.
Reparameterizing our variables:
t1 =
θ1 − θn
2
, t2 =
θ1 + θn
2
, . . . , tn−1 =
θr − θr+1
2
, tn =
θr + θr+1
2
,
we can describe the elements of the compact Cartan subalgebra as:
tK =

Xt1,...,tn :=

at1 at2J2
. . . . .
.
atn−1 atnJ2
a−tnJ2 a−tn−1
. .
. . . .
a−t2J2 a−t1

| t1, . . . , tn ∈ R

.
Let TK be the analytic subgroup associated to tK inside K
◦. Consider the complex-
ification tK,C of tK ; its elements are of the form Xt1,...,tn , where tj ∈ C. It can be
observed that all Xt1,...,tn ∈ tK,C are simultaneously conjugate to elements of the com-
plexified diagonal algebra tC. The conjugating matrix can be taken in O(n, n)(C). Un-
der this correspondence, the matrix Xt1,...,tn ∈ tK,C is conjugate to the diagonal matrix
diag[iθ1, . . . , iθn,−iθn, . . . ,−iθ1] ∈ tC.
2.2.3. Roots and compact roots for O(n, n)(R)◦. Recalling that iR is the Lie algebra
of the circle group S1, we define the linear functionals eKi : tK → iR, for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, as:
eK1 (Xt1,...,tn) := i(t1 + t2) = iθ1, e
K
2 (Xt1,...,tn) := i(t1 − t2) = −iθn,
...
eKn−1(Xt1,...,tn) := i(tn−1 + tn) = iθr, e
K
n (Xt1,...,tn) := i(tn−1 − tn) = −iθr+1.
(21)
It’s clear then that {eK1 , eK3 , . . . , eKn−1} (resp., {eK2 , eK4 , . . . , eKn }) are the linear functionals
corresponding to the first (resp., second) summand of so(n)⊕ so(n). The root system Φ of
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◦mC with respect to tK,C is given by
Φ = {±eKi ± eKj | 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n}.
The set of all compact roots ΦK is:
ΦK = {±eKi ± eKj | 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n, i ≡ j (mod 2)}.
The weight lattice is given by
PΦ := {
∑
1≤j≤n
aje
K
j | aj ∈ Z}.
An element Λ =
∑
1≤j≤n
aje
K
j ∈ PΦ is regular if and only if 〈Λ, α〉 6= 0 for all α ∈ Φ, which is
equivalent to ai 6= ±aj for all i 6= j.
2.2.4. Weyl groups. Let W◦M and WK be the Weyl groups of
◦M and K, respectively.
Recall that for an even integer 2m, the Weyl group of the root system of type Dm is
isomorphic to {±1}m−1 ⋉Sm which is the subgroup of the group {±1}m ⋉ Sm of all signed
permutations where the total number negative signs is even. For us, this applies to ◦M =
O(n, n)(R), and also to each of the two factors of K ≃ O(2r)×O(2r). In particular, WK is
a subgroup of W◦M of index 2(n!)/(r!)
2.
2.2.5. Discrete series representations of ◦M◦ = SO(n, n)(R)◦. The group W◦M acts on
the regular elements in PΦ. There is a bijective correspondence between the WK orbits of
regular elements in PΦ and equivalence classes of discrete series representations of
◦M◦. Fix
a regular Λ. Define ρc to be the half-sum of all roots α for which 〈Λ, α〉 > 0 and define
ρcK to be the half-sum of all compact roots α for which 〈Λ, α〉 > 0. Let πΛ be the discrete
series representation of the connected simple group ◦M◦ associated to a regular element Λ
under the above bijective correspondence. The infinitesimal character of πΛ is χΛ, and the
Blattner parameter of πΛ is Λ + ρ
c − 2ρcK .
2.2.6. Dominant weights, discrete series, and cohomology. Let µ1, . . . , µn be inte-
gers such that µ1 ≥ µ2 ≥ . . . ≥ µn−1 ≥ |µn|. Furthermore, we will assume that |µn| ≥ 1.
Define Λ by:
Λ =
∑
1≤j≤n
(µj + n− j) eKj .
Thus, Λ is a regular element of PΦ and the set of roots α for which 〈Λ, α〉 > 0 is precisely
the set {eKi ± eKj | 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n}. So ρc =
∑
1≤j≤n
(n− j) eKj and
Λ− ρc =
∑
1≤j≤n
µj e
K
j =: µ.
Let Dµ be a discrete series representation of
◦M◦ = SO(n, n)(R)◦ equivalent to πΛ. By an
abuse of notation, we also denote the (◦m,K◦)-module ofK◦-finite vectors byDµ. LetNµ be
the finite-dimensional irreducible representation of ◦M = SO(n, n)(R) with highest weight µ
with respect to the maximal compact torus TK . Let’s bear in mind that the representation
Nµ admits a Q-structure since it comes from a purely algebraic theory of highest weight
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modules for the real points of the split algebraically connected algebraic group SO(n, n).
For any even positive integer 2m, since the dimension of SO(2m) is m(2m− 1), we see that
the dimension of the symmetric space O(n, n)(R)/(O(n) × O(n)) is n2. From Prop. 19, we
conclude that
Hq(◦m, k; Dµ ⊗N vµ) =
0 if q 6= q0 :=
n2
2
, and
C if q = q0.
Note that Nµ is a self-dual representation, i.e., N vµ = Nµ; see, for example, [3, Lem. 5.0.2].
2.2.7. The action of the group of connected components on cohomology. As noted
in Sect. 2.2.1, s2n ∈ SO(n, n)(R)\SO(n, n)(R)◦ and κ2n ∈ O(n, n)(R)\SO(n, n)(R) generate
the group of connected components of K. The actions of s2n and κ2n on tK and on the
weights eKj are given by:
• Ad(κ2n) maps Xt1,...,tn to Xt1,...,tn−2,tn,tn−1 , and thus:
Ad(κ2n) · eKj = eKj , 1 ≤ j ≤ n− 1, Ad(κ2n) · eKn = −eKn .
• Ad(s2n) maps Xt1,...,tn to Xt1,...,tn−2,−tn−1,−tn , and thus:
Ad(s2n) · eKj = eKj , 1 ≤ j ≤ n− 2, Ad(s2n) · eKn−1 = −eKn−1, Ad(s2n) · eKn = −eKn .
In particular, Ad(κ2n) is not the effect of an element ofW◦M . Also, Ad(s2n) is obtained by
the action of an element of W◦M , however, from Sect. 2.2.3 it follows that it is not realizable
via WK . Since |µn| ≥ 1, we conclude that the discrete series representations
{Dµ, s2nDµ, κ2nDµ, s2n κ2nDµ}
obtained by conjugating by representatives of the group of connected components of ◦M are
pairwise not equivalent to each other. It follows that
Dµ := Ind
O(n,n)(R)
SO(n,n)(R)◦(Dµ)
is an irreducible representation of O(n, n)(R). Furthermore, its restriction to SO(n, n)(R)◦
is given by
Dµ|SO(n,n)(R)◦ = Dµ ⊕ s2nDµ ⊕ Dκ2nµ ⊕ s2nDκ2nµ,
after noting that κ2nDµ = Dκ2nµ by using the action of the torus on a highest weight vector,
where, if µ = µ1 e
K
1 + · · ·+µn eKn then κ2nµ = µ1 eK1 + · · ·+µn−1 eKn−1−µn eKn . If we restrict
Dµ to the intermediate subgroup SO(n, n)(R), the four representations fuse two at a time
to give a multiplicity free direct sum of two irreducible representations of SO(n, n)(R) :
Dµ|SO(n,n)(R) = Dµ ⊕Dκ2nµ,
where,
Dµ|SO(n,n)(R)◦ := Dµ ⊕ s2nDµ, and Dκ2nµ|SO(n,n)(R)◦ := Dκ2nµ ⊕ s2nDκ2nµ.
For the finite-dimensional coefficient systems, let’s define
Mµ := IndO(n,n)(R)SO(n,n)(R)◦(Nµ).
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Restricting back to SO(n, n)(R)◦, we get
Mµ|SO(n,n)(R)◦ = Nµ ⊕ κ2nNµ.
since Nµ is an irreducible representation of SO(n, n)(R). Now we observe that the cohomol-
ogy Hq0(◦m, k; Dµ ⊗Mµ) is a direct sum of four one-dimensional cohomology spaces:
(22) Hq0(◦m, k; Dµ ⊗Nµ) ⊕ Hq0(◦m, k; s2nDµ ⊗Nµ) ⊕
Hq0(◦m, k; Dκ2nµ ⊗Nκ2nµ) ⊕ Hq0(◦m, k; s2nDκ2nµ ⊗Nκ2nµ).
2.2.8. The parameter of the discrete series representation Dµ. Let’s recall some
preliminaries on the Weil group of R: WR = C× ∪ j · C×, with jzj−1 = z¯ for z ∈ C×. For
an integer ℓ, define χℓ : C× → C× as χℓ(z) = (z/z¯)ℓ/2 or χℓ(reiθ) = eiℓθ for z = reiθ ∈ C×.
Define I(ℓ) to be the 2-dimensional induced representation IndWRC× (χℓ). Then I(ℓ) ≃ I(−ℓ);
I(ℓ) is irreducible if ℓ 6= 0; I(0) = 1 ⊕ sgn.
Now, given µ as above with µ1 ≥ · · · ≥ µn−1 ≥ |µn|, put
(23) ℓ1 = 2(µ1 + n− 1), ℓ2 = 2(µ2 + n− 2), . . . , ℓn−1 = 2(µn−1 + 1), ℓn = 2|µn|.
The Langlands parameter of Dµ is the homomorphism ϕ(Dµ) : WR → O(2n)(C) defined by:
C× ∋ z 7→ (a1, . . . , an, a−1n , . . . , a−11 ), ai = (z/z¯)ℓi/2; j 7→ J2n.
This follows from from the very general [6, Ex. 10.5]; for the particular example at hand,
see also [24, Sect. 5.4]. The parameter is a direct sum of n induced representations:
(24) ϕ(Dµ) = I(ℓ1)⊕ · · · ⊕ I(ℓn−1)⊕ I(ℓn).
Since |µn| ≥ 1, each ℓi > 0, ensuring the irreducibility of the n-summands.
Let’s add a comment that will be relevant in the next section. The parameter ϕ(Dµ)
thought of as a parameter of a representation of GL2n(R), does not parametrise a cohomo-
logical representation. However, after any half-integral Tate twist, namely, for any k ∈ Z,
the parameter ϕ(Dµ) ⊗ | |(2k+1)/2 is indeed a parameter of a cohomological representation
of GL2n(R). See, for example, [26, 2.4.1.2].
3. Strongly inner cohomology
We return to the global notations from Sect. 1. In particular, recall that ◦M0 ∼= O(2n)/F ,
and ◦M = ResF/Q(
◦M0).
3.1. Strongly inner cohomology. Let µ ∈ X∗+(◦T × E) be a dominant integral weight
for ◦M. Recall that µ = (µτ )τ∈Hom(F,E), where µ
τ is an n-tuple of integers ordered as:
µτ1 ≥ µτ2 ≥ · · · ≥ µτn−1 ≥ |µτn|. Define
µmin := min{ |µτn| : τ ∈ Hom(F,E)}.
We henceforth assume that µmin ≥ 1. For an open-compact subgroup ◦Cf of ◦M(Af ),
consider the sheaf M˜µ,E on S◦M◦Cf . The inner cohomology H•! (S
◦M
◦Cf
,M˜µ,E) is a module for the
Hecke algebra H◦M◦Cf = C∞c (◦M(Af )//◦Cf ) = ⊗v/∈S∞H
◦Mv
◦Cv
. Let S be a finite set of places v of
Q consisting of the archimedean place, the ramified places of F, and any place where ◦Cv is a
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proper subgroup of the maximal compact subgroup. Then,H◦M,S = ⊗v/∈SH
◦Mv
◦Cv
is an abelian
subalgebra of the full Hecke algebra H◦M◦Cf .We can decompose inner cohomology as a H
◦M,S-
module: define Coh!(
◦M,µ) as the set of all Q-algebra homomorphisms σS : H◦M,S → E
which appear as eigencharacters of H◦M,S in H•! (S
◦M
◦Cf
,M˜µ,E), and inner cohomology is
decomposed as the sum of eigenspaces:
H•! (S
◦M
◦Cf
,M˜µ,E) =
⊕
σS∈Coh!(M,µ)
H•! (S
◦M
◦Cf
,M˜µ,E)(σS);
by taking E large enough we can guarantee that the full eigenspace of a particular σS
appears as a summand.
Towards defining the strongly inner spectrum Coh!!(
◦M,µ), we fix once and for all a
Whittaker datum ψ for ◦M which is a nontrivial additive character on the unipotent radical
of the standard Borel subgroup which is nontrivial on all simple root spaces. We also recall
Arthur’s classification, as finessed by Atobe–Gan [2], of the discrete (and hence cuspidal)
spectrum of ◦M(A) = O(2n)(AF ) in terms of automorphic representations of GL2n(AF ); the
Arthur parameter of a discrete series representation ς of ◦M(A) will be denoted Ψ(ς). Let’s
also recall some notation from Sect. 1.6.1: an embedding ι : E → C gives an identification
X∗(◦T × E) → X∗(◦T × C) that we denote µ 7→ ιµ. For µ = (µτ )τ :F→E, identifying
Hom(F,C) with S∞, and since ι induces a bijection Hom(F,E) → Hom(F,C) = S∞ via
composition, for v ∈ S∞, the v-th component ιµv is µι−1v.
Definition 25. Let µ ∈ X∗(◦T × E) be a dominant integral weight for ◦M. Assume that
µmin ≥ 1. The strongly inner spectrum of ◦M for the weight µ, denoted Coh!!(◦M,µ) consists
of those σS ∈ Coh!(◦M,µ) for which there exists an ι : E → C and a cuspidal automorphic
representation (ς, Vς ) of
◦M(A) = O(2n)(AF ) such that
(i) ς is globally generic with respect to ψ,
(ii) the Arthur parameter Ψ(ς) of ς is a cuspidal representation of GL2n(AF ),
(iii) for all v ∈ S∞, the v-th component ςv is Dιµv , the discrete series representation of
O(n, n)(R) (see Sect. 2.2.7), and
(iv) for all T ∈ H◦M,S we have ς(T )(w) = ι(σS(T ))w for all w ∈ V ◦Cfς .
Define strongly inner cohomology by
H•!!(S
◦M
◦Cf
,M˜µ,E) := ⊕
σS∈Coh!!(◦M,µ)
H•! (S
◦M
◦Cf
,M˜µ,E)(σS).
The definition of strongly inner spectrum (and so also strongly inner cohomology) seem-
ingly needs an embedding ι : E → C to invoke concepts of automorphic representation
theory, however, we show independence of ι in the next subsection.
3.2. Galois equivariance. Let µ ∈ X∗(◦T × E) with µmin ≥ 1, and σS ∈ Coh!!(◦M,µ).
For ι : E → C, let ς be the cuspidal automorphic representation of ◦M(A) = O(2n)(AF )
as in Def. 25 above. The image of an ι : E → C lands in Q¯, and we may further compose
this with η ∈ Gal(Q¯/Q). We wish to understand what happens when we replace ι by η ◦ ι;
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for this we need to be able to consider the Galois conjugate of a cuspidal representation
of O(2n)(AF ) satisfying (i) − (iii) of Def. 25. We show in this subsection that there is a
cuspidal automorphic representation ης of ◦M(A) = O(2n)(AF ) which is globally generic
with respect to the same Whittaker datum ψ, and (ης)v = ςη−1◦v for v ∈ S∞, and whose
Arthur parameter is: Ψ(ης) = η(Ψ(ς)⊗ | |−1/2)⊗ | |1/2.
Since ς is cuspidal, and for v ∈ S∞ since ςv is a discrete series representation of O(n, n)(R),
it follows that ςf contributes to cuspidal cohomology, i.e., ςf appears as a Hecke-summand of
H•cusp(S
◦M
◦Cf
,M˜ιµ,C). But, cuspidal cohomology is contained inside inner cohomology which
admits a natural rational structure since it is sheaf-theoretically defined, and so we may
consider the effect of a Galois element on the latter. Furthermore, inner cohomology is
contained in square-integrable cohomology which is captured by the discrete spectrum of
O(2n)/F . (The reader is referred to [15, Sect. 3.2] for basics on square-integrable coho-
mology; although the reference is for general linear groups, the discussion in there applies
mutatis mutandis to orthogonal groups.) This is summarised in the diagram:
ςf ∈ H•cusp(S◦M◦Cf ,M˜ιµ,C)

 // H•! (S
◦M
◦Cf
,M˜ιµ,C)
η•

H•! (S
◦M
◦Cf
,M˜η◦ιµ,C) 
 // H•(2)(S
◦M
◦Cf
,M˜η◦ιµ,C) ∋ ηςf ,
i.e., the η-conjugate of ςf , denoted
ηςf , appears in inner-cohomology for the conjugated
sheaf, and so also in square-integrable cohomology. Hence, there exists an automorphic
representation δ that contributes to the global discrete spectrum of O(2n)/F such that
δf =
ηςf ,
and furthermore, δ∞ has nonvanishing relative Lie algebra cohomology with respect to the
coefficient system Mη◦ιµ,C, giving us the following equality of infinitesimal characters:
χδv = χM(η◦ιµ)v,C = χM(ιµ)η−1v,C
= χς
η−1v
.
Since δ is in the discrete spectrum, we have it’s Arthur parameter Ψ(δ). We claim that
Ψ(δ) is a cuspidal representation of GL2n(AF ). Now, Ψ(ς) is not of cohomological type on
GL2n(AF ), however, as remarked in Sect. 2.2.8, after a half-integral Tate-twist it becomes
cohomological, and we know from Clozel [10] that there is a Galois action on cohomological
cuspidal representations of GL2n(AF ), i.e., we have the cuspidal representation η(Ψ(ς) ⊗
| |−1/2). For almost all v (where the local representations are unramified) we have
Ψ(δ)v = Ψ(δv) = Ψ(
ηςv)
=
(
η(Ψ(ς)v ⊗ | |−1/2)v ⊗ | |1/2v
)
=
(
η(Ψ(ς)⊗ | |−1/2)⊗ | |1/2
)
v
,
where the third equality is an easy calculation with unramified principal series repre-
sentations of GL2n(Fv). Hence we have two Arthur parameters Ψ1 := Ψ(δ) and Ψ2 :=
η(Ψ(ς) ⊗ | |−1/2) ⊗ | |1/2 such that Ψ2 cuspidal and Ψ1,v = Ψ2,v for almost all v. Hence
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Ψ1 = Ψ2, and in particular Ψ1 is also cuspidal. Let’s record this as:
(26) Ψ(δ) = η(Ψ(ς) ⊗ | |−1/2)⊗ | |1/2.
The Arthur parameter Ψ(δ) for O(2n) is cuspidal, and so a partial symmetric square L-
function, LS(s,Sym2,Ψ(δ)), has a pole at s = 1, and by the backward lifting (see Soudry [34]
and the references therein) there exists a unique globally ψ-generic cuspidal representation
δ′ of O(2n) whose local components transfer almost everywhere to the local components of
Ψ(δ). Let Ψ(δ′) be the Arthur parameter of δ′. Once again we have two Arthur parameters,
Ψ(δ) and Ψ(δ′), that agree almost everywhere, and one of them is cuspidal, hence so is the
other, and they are equal, i.e., we have
(27) Ψ(δ) = Ψ(δ′).
Fix v ∈ S∞. Consider the local component δ′v . We have
Ψ(δ′v) = Ψ(δ
′)v =
(
η(Ψ(ς)⊗ | |−1/2)⊗ | |1/2
)
v
= Ψ(ς)η−1v = Ψ(ςη−1v).
Hence, δ′v and ςη−1v = Dιµη−1v are in the same A-packet and indeed in the same L-packet;
but δ′v is also locally generic with respect to ψv, hence δ
′
v = Dιµη−1v = Dη◦ιµv .
Definition 28. Let ς be a cuspidal automorphic representation of O(2n)(AF ) that satisfies
(i) − (iii) of Def. 25. For η ∈ Gal(Q¯/Q), define the η conjugate of ς, denoted ης, as the
cuspidal representation δ′ as above. Then ης satisfies (i)− (iii) of Def. 25, where the highest
weight for ης in (iii) is the η-conjugate of the highest weight for ς. The Arthur parameters
are related by:
Ψ(ης) = η(Ψ(ς)⊗ | |−1/2)⊗ | |1/2.
Now we can see the independence of ι in Def. 25, in that if the conditions (i)− (iv) hold
for one embedding ι : E → C, then they hold for any embedding ι : E → C. Indeed, given
some other ι′ : E → C, there is an η ∈ Gal(Q¯/Q), such that ι′ = η ◦ ι. Given a cuspidal
representation ς attached to the data {σS , ι} then the cuspidal representation ης is attached
to the data {σS , ι′ = η ◦ ι}.
4. Critical set for L-functions for orthogonal groups
4.1. L-functions for orthogonal groups. Let µ ∈ X∗(◦T × E) be a dominant integral
weight for ◦M with µmin ≥ 1, and σS ∈ Coh!!(◦M,µ). For ι : E → C, the cuspidal represen-
tation ς of Def. 25 will be henceforth denoted ισ. Let χ◦ be a finite order Hecke character
of F taking values in E, and d be an integer. Let χ stand for the algebraic Hecke character
of F with values in E which gives a continuous homomorphism ιχ : F×\A×F → C× of the
form ιχ = ιχ◦ ⊗ | |−d. The purpose of this section is to understand the critical set for the
degree-2n Langlands L-function L(s, ιχ× ισ).
For a place v of F , the local representation ισv is a representation of O(2n)(Fv), and its
restriction to SO(2n)(Fv) can be irreducible or a sum of two irreducible constituents that
are mutually κ2n-conjugates since κ2n ∈ O(2n)(Fv) \ SO(2n)(Fv). From Theorems 3.5, 3.6,
3.9, and 3.10 of Atobe–Gan [2], we get an L-parameter for O(2n)(Fv). Then we consider the
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degree-2n local Langlands–Shahidi L-function Lv(s,
ιχv× ισv) attached to the data ιχv and
this L-parameter (corresponding to case (Dn,i) of [31, App.A]). The global L-function is
defined as an Euler product: L(s, ιχ× ισ) =∏v Lv(s, ιχv × ισv). The analytic properties of
this L-function is well-understood by the Langlands–Shahidi machinery for which we refer
the reader to Shahidi’s book [31].
4.2. Critical points for Rankin-Selberg L-functions for orthogonal groups. The
infinite part of L(s, ιχ× ισ) is a product over archimedean places:
L∞(s,
ιχ× ισ) :=
∏
v∈S∞
L(s, ιχv × ισv).
An integer m is said to be a critical for L(s, ιχ× ισ) if both
L∞(s,
ιχ× ισ) and L∞(1− s, ιχ−1 × ισv)
are holomorphic at s = m, where ισv is the contragredient of ισ. The purpose of this
subsection is to determine all such critical integers.
Proposition 29. Let the notations be as in the first paragraph of Sect. 4.1. The critical set
for the degree-2n L-function L(s, ιχ× ισ) is the contiguous set of 2µmin integers:
{1 + d− µmin, 2 + d− µmin, . . . , d+ µmin} .
Since µmin ≥ 1, there are at least two successive critical integers. The critical set is inde-
pendent of ι.
Proof. For v ∈ S∞, the local representation ισv is the discrete series representation Dιµv of
O(n, n)(R). As before, identifying S∞ with Hom(F,C), we have ιµv = µι
−1v. For given v and
ι, let’s denote ι−1v by τ. Recall that µτ1 ≥ · · · ≥ µτn−1 ≥ |µτn| ≥ 1. We know the Langlands
parameter of ισv from (24). Also, the local component at v of the character χ may be
expressed as: χv = | |−dsgnǫv with ǫv ∈ {0, 1}. Recall that the 2-dimensional irreducible
representation I(ℓ) ofWR is invariant under twisting by the sign character, i.e., I(ℓ)⊗sgn =
I(ℓ). Recall also ([21]) that the local L-factor attached to I(ℓ) is 2(2pi)−(s+|ℓ|/2)Γ(s+ |ℓ|/2).
Putting these together, and recalling ℓτj in terms of µ
τ
j from (23), we get the local L-factor
at v as:
(30) L(s, ιχv × ισv) = L(s− d, ιχ◦v × ισv) =
2n
n∏
j=1
(2pi)−(s−d+|µ
τ
j |+n−j) Γ(s− d+ |µτj |+ n− j).
To compute the critical integers, powers of 2 and exponential terms – since they are holo-
morphic and nonvanishing everywhere – are not relevant. Ignoring such terms, we write
L(s, ιχv × ισv) ≈
∏n
j=1 Γ(s − d+ |µτj |+ n − j). Taking the product over v ∈ S∞, which on
the right hand side will be taking the product over all τ : F → E, we get
L∞(s,
ιχ× ισ) ≈
∏
τ :F→E
n∏
j=1
Γ(s− d+ |µτj |+ n− j).
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Similarly, on the dual side we get:
L∞(1− s, ιχ−1 × ισv) ≈
∏
τ :F→E
n∏
j=1
Γ(1− s+ d+ |µτj |+ n− j).
We see that m is critical if and only if for all τ : F → E and all 1 ≤ j ≤ n both the
conditions are satisfied:
• m− d+ |µτj |+ n− j ≥ 1;
• 1−m+ d+ |µτj |+ n− j ≥ 1.
Since µτ1 + n − 1 > µτ2 + n − 2 > · · · > |µτn| ≥ µmin, we see that the conditions are
equivalent to 1− µmin ≤ m− d ≤ µmin. 
We draw the following two easy corollaries of Prop. 29:
Corollary 31. The integers −n and 1− n are critical for L(s, ιχ× ισ) if and only if
1− µmin ≤ −(d+ n) ≤ µmin − 1.
Corollary 32. If the inequalities in Cor. 31 hold then
L∞(−n, ιχ× ισ)
L∞(1− n, ιχ× ισ) ≈Q× pi
nrF ,
where ≈Q× means equality up to a nonzero rational number.
Proof. Use the functional equation Γ(s+ 1) = sΓ(s) and (30). 
5. Kostant representatives and a combinatorial lemma
As in [15], we have a philosophically meaningful combinatorial lemma which says that
the combinatorial condition in Cor. 31 that guarantees the successive integers −n and 1−n
to be critical for L(s, ιχ × ισ) is equivalent to the existence of some very special elements
in the Weyl group of G = ResF/Q(O(2n + 2)/F ). This lemma will ultimately allow us to
consider a particular induced representation in the cohomology of the Bore–Serre boundary
of a locally symmetric space for G, thus permitting us to invoke the machinery of Eisenstein
cohomology. Interestingly, the proof of the combinatorial lemma, which was challenging for
general linear groups, is a relatively easy in the situation of our orthogonal group G and
the particular parabolic subgroup P we are interested in.
5.1. Weyl group. Recall our notation that n = 2r, and G0 = O(2n + 2)/F . The Weyl
group WG0 is isomorphic to the subgroup of the group Sn+1⋊ (Z/2Z)
n+1 of signed permu-
tations consisting of all signed permutations of n+ 1 symbols with an even number of sign
changes. An element w ∈ WG0 permutes the ej ’s according to the corresponding signed
permutation.
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Recall the maximal parabolic subgroup P0 of G0 from Sect. 1.7 corresponding to deleting
the simple root α0. Let wP0 be the unique element ofWG0 such that wP0(ΠG0 \{α0}) ⊂ ΠG0
and wP0(α0) < 0. Observe that P0 is self associate and we have
wP0(ΠG0 \ {α0}) = ΠG0 \ {α0} and wP0(∆U0) = −∆U0 ,
where ∆U0 is the set of positive roots with root spaces in uP0 = Lie(UP0). The element wP0
is the signed permutation:
e0 7→ −e0, ei 7→ ei for 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1, en 7→ −en.
The element wP0 can be factorised as a product in terms of the simple reflections sαj as:
(33) wP0 = sα0 sα1 · · · sαn−3 sαn−2 sαn sαn−1sαn−2 · · · sα1 sα0 .
The length of wP0 is l(wP0) = 2n = dim(UP0).
The Weyl group of G× E factors as a product
WG×E =
∏
τ :F→E
WG0×F,τE ,
where each WG0×F,τE is isomorphic to WG0 . Sometimes, we abbreviate WG0×F,τE as W
τ .
The element wP ∈ WG×E is (wτP0)τ :F→E where each wτP0 is the copy of wP0 in WG0×F,τE .
The length of wP is l(wP ) = 2nrF = dim(UP ).
The twisted action of w ∈ WG×E on λ ∈ X∗(T × E) is given by w · λ := (wτ · λτ )τ :F→E,
where
wτ · λτ := wτ (λτ + ρGτ0 )− ρGτ0 .
5.2. Kostant representatives. Let ΠMP0 denote the set of simple roots of the Levi quo-
tient MP0 of P0. The set of Kostant representatives in WG0 corresponding to the parabolic
subgroup P0 is defined as:
WP0 := {w ∈WG0 : w−1α > 0 ∀α ∈ ΠMP0}.
Now define the set of Kostant representatives in WG×E corresponding to the parabolic
subgroup P as:
WP =
{
w = (wτ ) : wτ ∈W τP τ0
}
.
If w0 ∈ WP0 then for its length we have 0 ≤ ℓ(w0) ≤ dim(UP0), and hence for w ∈ WP
we have 0 ≤ ℓ(w) ≤ dim(UP ). Recall that dim(UP0) = 2n is even.
Definition 34. We say w0 ∈ WP0 is balanced if ℓ(w0) = 12 dim(UP0), and we say w =
(wτ ) ∈WP is balanced if each wτ is balanced, i.e., ℓ(wτ ) = 12 dim(UP τ0 ) for each τ : F → E.
In the self-associate case of our parabolic subgroup P , a couple of self-bijections of WP
with complementary lengths will be important. We record these in the following two propo-
sitions. (See Lem. 5.6 and Lem. 5.7 of [15], the proofs of which are totally general.)
Proposition 35. The map w 7→ w′ := wP w defines a bijection WP → WP such that
ℓ(w) + ℓ(w′) = dim(UP ). Hence, w is balanced if and only if w
′ is balanced.
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Let wG0 be the element of WG0 with longest length. As a signed permutation it is
ei 7→ −ei for 0 ≤ i ≤ n− 1, and en 7→ en.
(Since n is even, we have an even number of sign changes.) The element wG ∈ WG×E is
(wτG0)τ :F→E where each w
τ
G0
is the copy of wG0 in WG0×F,τE. Similarly, let wM0 be the
element of WMP0 of longest length which is given by
ei 7→ −ei for 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
We have wM = (w
τ
M0
)τ :F→E, where w
τ
M0
is the copy of wM0 in WG0×F,τE .
Proposition 36. The map WP →WP defined by w 7→ wv := wM wwG is a bijection such
that ℓ(w) + ℓ(wv) = dim(UP ). Hence, w is balanced if and only if w
v is balanced.
In the set of Kostant representatives WP0 one can check that there are only two balanced
elements w+ and w− which are described below:
w+ : ei 7→ ei+1 for 0 ≤ i ≤ n− 1, en 7→ e0;
w− : ei 7→ ei+1 for 0 ≤ i ≤ n− 2, en−1 7→ −en, en 7→ −e0.
It follows using the definitions of the self-bijections in the propositions above that:
w+′ = w−, w−′ = w+;
w+v = w+, w−v = w−.
5.3. A Combinatorial lemma. Let the notations be as in the first paragraph of Sect. 4.1.
The weight µ = (µτ )τ :F→E ∈ X∗+(◦T×E) and the integer d give a weight de0+µ ∈ X∗(T×E)
whose τ -component is de0+µ
τ . Note that de0+µ need not be dominant as a weight for G.
Lemma 37 (Combinatorial lemma). With notations as above, the following are equivalent:
(i) −n and 1− n are critical points for the L-function L(s, ιχ× ισ);
(ii) 1− µmin ≤ −(n+ d) ≤ µmin − 1;
(iii) There exists a balanced Kostant representative w ∈WP such that w−1 · (de0 + µ) is
a dominant integral weight for G.
Proof. The equivalence (i) ⇐⇒ (ii) is exactly Cor. 31. It suffices to prove (ii) ⇐⇒ (iii).
Suppose (ii) holds. A calculation show that
(w+)−1 · (de0 + µτ ) = (µτ1 − 1) e0 + . . . + (µτn − 1) en−1 + (d+ n) en,
(w−)−1 · (de0 + µτ ) = (µτ1 − 1) e0 + . . .+ (−µτn − 1) en−1 − (d+ n) en.
For τ : F → E, if µτn ≥ 1 then take wτ = w+ and if µτn ≤ −1 then take wτ = w−.
Now put w = (wτ )τ :F→E which is a balanced element of W
P . For each τ , observe that
(wτ )−1 · (de0 + µτ ) is dominant; indeed, if µτn ≥ 1 then (ii) implies that µτn − 1 ≥ |d + n|
rendering (w+)−1·(de0+µτ ) dominant, and if µτn ≤ −1 then (ii) implies that−µτn−1 ≥ |d+n|
rendering (w−)−1 · (de0 + µτ ) dominant. Hence (iii).
Conversely, if (iii) holds for some balanced element w of WP , then for a given τ, the
above formulae tell us that the sign of µτn determines if w
τ is w+ or w−, and furthermore,
that 1− |µτn| ≤ −(n+ d) ≤ |µτn| − 1. But this is true for all τ, hence (ii). 
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5.4. Consequences of the combinatorial lemma. Under the notations and conditions
imposed by the Combinatorial Lemma (Lem. 37), let’s record some consequences on the
effect of Kostant representatives related to w, such as w′, wv and wv′ (see Prop. 35 and
Prop. 36), on some weights related to λ := w−1 · (de0 + µ). For µ ∈ X∗(◦T × E) define
µv := −wMPµ. Observe that µv = µ, reflecting the fact that the representation Mµ,E is
self-dual. Similarly, for λ ∈ X∗(T × E) define λv := −wGλ. When λ is dominant-integral
then λv is the the highest weight of the dual of Mλ,E . We omit the proof of the following
proposition which is a straightforward calculation. The information in this proposition
will be relevant when we deal with Poincare´ duality for the cohomology of the Borel–Serre
boundary.
Proposition 38. Under the notations and conditions of Lem. 37, for λ := w−1 · (de0 + µ),
we have
(1) w′ · λ = (−d− 2n)e0 + κ2nµ.
(2) wv · λv = (−d− 2n)e0 + µv = (−d− 2n)e0 + µ.
(3) wv′ · λv = de0 + κ2nµv = de0 + κ2nµ.
6. Arithmetic of intertwining operators
We continue with our global notations as in the first paragraph of Sect. 4.1. Since the
embedding ι : E → C will be fixed throughout this section, we will allow ourselves, only
for this section, an abuse of notation that will not cause any confusion: denote the cuspidal
automorphic representation ισ of ◦M(A) = ◦M0(AF ) = O(2n)(AF ) simply by σ, and simi-
larly, denote the Hecke character ιχ of F simply as χ which is of the form χ◦ ⊗ | |−d for a
finite-order character χ◦.
6.1. Induced representations. We begin by recalling the induced representations as set-
up in the Langlands–Shahidi machinery [31]. Recall that the Levi-quotientM0 =MP0 of the
maximal parabolic subgroup P0 of G0 corresponding to deleting the simple root α0 = e0−e1
is explicitly given by:
M0 =
mx,g =
x g
x−1
 : x ∈ A0 = GL1/F, g ∈ ◦M0 = O(2n)/F
 = A0 × ◦M0.
We have the dual of the real Lie algebra a∗ = X∗(M0) ⊗ R = X∗(A0) ⊗ R = R e0. The
set of roots whose root spaces appear in UP0 is {e0 ± ei : 1 ≤ i ≤ n}, and half their sum
is ρP0 = n e0. We have 〈ρP0 , α0〉 = 2(ρP0 , α0)/(α0, α0) = n. The fundamental weight α˜
corresponding to α0 is
α˜ = 〈ρP0 , α0〉−1ρP0 = e0.
For any place v of F , the modular character δP0 at v given by the adjoint action of MP0(Fv)
on UP0(Fv) is δP0,v(mx,g) = |x|2nv . At an ade`lic level, it has the same form: δP0(mx,g) = |x|2n.
Hence, δ
1/2
P0
= |ρP0 |. For s ∈ C, in the Langlands–Shahidi method we start with the induced
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representation I(sα˜, χ ⊗ σ), which we will denote simply as I(s, χ × σ), consisting of all
smooth functions f : G0(AF ) −→ Vσ such that
f(mx,guh) = |x|n+s χ(x)σ(g) f(h),
for all mx,g ∈ MP0(AF ), u ∈ UP0(AF ), h ∈ G0(AF ). In terms of normalised parabolically
induced representations we have
I(s, χ× σ) = IndG(A)P (A) (χ[s]× σ) ,
where χ[s] = χ ⊗ | |s. In terms of algebraically (un-normalised) parabolically induced rep-
resentations we have
I(s, χ× σ) = aIndG(A)P (A) (χ[s+ n]× σ) .
In particular, observe that
I(s, χ× σ)|s=−n = aIndG(A)P (A) (χ× σ) .
We designate s = s0 = −n as our point of evaluation. The algebraic induction works well
for cohomological purposes, whereas the analytic theory of Langlands–Shahidi L-functions
works well with normalised induction. In the arithmetic theory of L-functions, it’s a neces-
sary evil to go back and forth between these two forms of induction.
6.2. The standard intertwining operator. The weyl group element wP0 defined in
Sect. 5.1 is realised by conjugation by the matrix in O(2n + 2):
w˜P0 =

1
In−1
J2
In−1
1
 .
We will denote w˜P0 simply as wP0 itself. The conjugation action of wP0 on the inducing
representation is given by wP0(χ[s]×σ) = χ−1[−s]×κ2nσ, where the element κ2n was defined
in (20). The standard global intertwining operator
Tst(s,wP0 , χ× σ) : I(s, χ× σ) −→ I(−s, χ−1 × κ2nσ)
is defined by the integral:
Tst(s,wP0 , χ× σ)(f)(g) =
∫
UP (A)
f(w−1P0 u g) du.
We will denote Tst(s,wP0 , χ×σ) simply by Tst(s,wP0) or even just Tst(s). The intertwining
operator Tst(s) is a product of local intertwining operators
Tst(s) = ⊗′v Tst,v(s),
where the local operators are defined by analogous local integrals for each place v of F .
6.3. Local intertwining operators at a non-archimedean place: unramified case.
Since we are dealing with an algebraically disconnected group O(2n) and not the connected
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algebraic group SO(2n) some brief comments are in order on local unramified representa-
tions. The reader is referred to [2, Sect. 2.3] for further details. For a finite place v of F , let
Ov be the ring of integers of Fv, ̟v a uniformizer, and qv the cardinality of the residue field
Ov/̟vOv. Assume that v is such that χv and σv are unramified. The orthogonal space
we consider is F 2n with a basis {w1, . . . , wn, w∗n, . . . , w∗1} and the non-degenerate symmetric
bilinear form on F 2n is represented by the matrix J2n with respect to this basis. Consider
the Ov-lattice Lv in F 2n ⊗ Fv = F 2nv spanned by this basis:
Lv = Ovw1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Ovwn ⊕Ovw∗n ⊕ · · · ⊕ Ovw∗1.
Let Kv be the subgroup of O(2n)(Fv) that stabilizes the lattice Lv. Then Kv is a maximal
compact subgroup of O(2n)(Fv). We haveKv = K
1
v⋉〈κ2n〉 whereK1v = Kv∩SO(2n)(Fv) is a
maximal compact subgroup of SO(2n)(Fv). We say an irreducible admissible representation
π (resp., π1) of O(2n)(Fv) (resp., SO(2n)(Fv)) is unramified if π (resp., π1) has a nonzero
vector fixed by Kv (resp., K
1
v ). It is known in this case that dim(π
Kv) = dim(π
K1v
1 ) = 1. The
nonzero vector fixed by Kv (or K
1
v ) will be called a spherical vector. (The reader specifically
interested in comparing our notations with [2] will note that our 2n-dimensional orthogonal
space is the V2n on p. 358 of loc. cit. with c = d = 1.)
The relation between the local intertwining operator at a finite unramified place and local
L-functions is a famous calculation of Langlands that generalises the classical Gindikin–
Karpelevich formula. This is a well-known part of the Langlands–Shahidi machinery; we
will briefly review the results as applied to our situation, and refer the reader to Shahidi’s
book [31] for more details. Let f◦v denote the normalised spherical vector in the local
induced representation Iv(s, χv × σv)–normalised by taking the value 1 on the identity
element. Similarly, let f˜◦v denote the normalised spherical vector in Iv(−s, χ−1v × κ2nσv).
Then:
(39) Tst,v(s)(f
◦
v ) =
Lv(s, χv × σv)
Lv(1 + s, χv × σv) f˜
◦
v .
Let’s recall the local L-factor Lv(s, χv × σv). Suppose diag(ϑv,1, . . . , ϑv,n, ϑ−1v,n, . . . , ϑ−1v,1) ∈
O(2n)(C) represents the Satake parameter of σv, and ϑv = χv(̟v) that of χv, then we have
Lv(s, χv × σv) =
n∏
j=1
(
(1− ϑv ϑv,j q−sv )(1 − ϑv ϑ−1v,j q−sv )
)−1
.
A subtle point to appreciate is the manner in which the complex variable s is inserted in
the induced representation, via the sα˜, which has a bearing on the precise form of (39).
6.4. Langlands’s constant term theorem. So far in our discussion of intertwining op-
erators we did not talk about convergence issues. As is well-known, convergence is guar-
anteed in some half-plane, and one has a meromorphic continuation to all s ∈ C. The
holomorphy of the intertwining operator, Eisenstein series, and holomorphy of global (par-
tial) L-functions are all related by Langlands’s constant term theorem that we now recall.
A section f ∈ I(s, χ× σ) can be identified with the function g 7→ f(g)(1) on G(A), letting
us embed I(s, χ × σ) −֒→ C∞(P (Q)\G(A)). The Eisenstein series associated to f is defined
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via Eisenstein summation for ℜ(s)≫ 0:
EisP (s, f)(g) =
∑
γ∈P (Q)\G(Q)
f(γ g),
giving us a map EisP (s,−) : C∞(P (Q)\G(A)) → C∞(G(Q)\G(A)). Next, we can take the
constant term along P for φ ∈ C∞(G(Q)\G(A)) defined by:
FP (φ)(g) =
∫
UP (Q)\UP (A)
φ(u g) du.
giving us a map FP : C∞(G(Q)\G(A)) → C∞(P (Q)\G(A)). Langlands’s theorem gives a
relation between the intertwining operator Tst(s), the Eisenstein map EisP (s,−), and the
constant term map FP . The reader will note that the parabolic P under consideration is
self-associate.
Theorem 40 (Langlands). For f ∈ I(s, χ× σ) we have:
FP (EisP (s, f)) = f + Tst(s)(f).
The program enunciated by Harder [14], and continued in [15], on Eisenstein cohomol-
ogy and special values of L-functions, hinges on giving a cohomological interpretation to
Langlands’s theorem.
6.5. Holomorphy of Eisenstein series at point of evaluation. We will be specifically
interested in Langlands’s constant term theorem at our point of evaluation s = −n. For
this we will need the holomorphy of EisP (s, f) at s = −n. Now, suppose f is a pure tensor
f = ⊗′vfv, where for a place v outside a finite set S of places, which includes all the
archimedean places and the non-archimedean places where both χ and σ are ramified, the
local vector fv is the normalised spherical vector f
◦
v . Then using (39) for all v /∈ S we have
Tst(s)(f) =
LS(s, χ× σ)
LS(1 + s, χ× σ) ⊗v∈S Tst,v(s)(fv)⊗⊗v/∈S f˜
◦
v ,
where the partial L-function is defined by LS(s, χ×σ) =∏v/∈S Lv(s, χv ×σv). Holomorphy
of EisP (s, f) is governed by nonvanishing of L
S(1 + s, χ × σ) in the denominator, and
the numerator LS(s, χ × σ) not having any poles. The definition below and the following
theorem are motivated from [15, Sect. 6.3.6]:
Definition 41. For a dominant integral weight µ ∈ X∗(◦T × E) and an integer d, we say
(d, µ) is on the right of the unitary axis if −(n+ d) ≥ 0.
Theorem 42. Suppose the notation is as in the beginning of Sect. 6. Assume that (d, µ) is
on the right of the unitary axis. Then for a section f ∈ I(s, χ × σ), the Eisenstein series
EisP (s, f) is holomorphic at s = −n.
Recall that not only is σ cuspidal, but its Arthur parameter Ψ(σ) is cuspidal on GL2n/F.
The degree 2n L-function LS(s, χ × σ) is the same as the degree 2n standard L-function
LS(s, χ×Ψ(σ)) for GL2n×GL1 which is entire. Furthermore, if −(n+d) ≥ 0, then of course
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1 − (n + d) ≥ 1, and LS(1 − n, χ× σ) = LS(1 − (n + d), χ◦ × Ψ(σ)) 6= 0 by a well-known
theorem of Jacquet–Shalika [18]. The reader is referred to Harish-Chandra [16] for general
aspects of holomorphy of Eisenstein series when the data is to the right of the unitary axis.
6.6. Intertwining operators at an archimedean place. Throughout this subsection
we fix a place v ∈ S∞; and recall that we have suppressed the ι : E → C in this section.
6.6.1. Irreducibility of induced representations. We let Gv = O(n + 1, n + 1)(R),
and Pv = P0(Fv) = P0(R). Let Hv := SO(n + 1, n + 1)(R) and PHv = Pv ∩ Hv be
the corresponding maximal parabolic subgroup of Hv, and PHv = MHvUPv be its Levi
decomposition; MHv = GL1(R)× SO(n, n)(R). We have the data (µ, d), with µmin ≥ 1 and
satisfying the inequalities of the combinatorial data: 1− µmin ≤ −(n+ d) ≤ µmin − 1. The
local data consists of χv = χ
◦
v[−d] (with χ◦v = sgnǫv a quadratic character of GL1(R), where
ǫv ∈ {0, 1}), and σv which is the discrete series representation Dµv of ◦Mv = O(n, n)(R).
Proposition 43. Assume we are on the right of unitary axis, i.e., −(n + d) ≥ 0. The
induced representations
IndGvPv (χv [−n]× σv) and IndGvPv (χ−1v [n]× κ2nσv)
are irreducible. The standard intertwining operator Tst,v(s)|s=−n is an isomorphism between
these two induced modules.
Proof. The proof involves reducing to a well-known criterion of irreducibility of Casselman
and Shahidi [9] which is applicable to Hv (and not Gv). Recall that, Ind
Gv
Pv
(χv[−n]× σv) =
aIndGvPv (χv × σv), and since Gv = HvPv, we get
ResHv
aIndGvPv (χv × σv) = aIndHvPHv (χv × σv|Hv).
We know that σv|SO(n,n)(R) = Dµv |SO(n,n)(R) = Dµv ⊕ κnDµv , where Dµv and κ2nDµv are
inequivalent irreducible representations of SO(n, n)(R). Thus
ResHv
aIndGvPv (χv × σv) = aIndHvPHv (χv ×Dµv) ⊕
aIndHvPHv
(χv × κ2nDµv).
We show that both the summands on the right are irreducible representations of Hv.
Case 1) Suppose −(n+ d) > 0. The module aIndHvPHv (χv ×Dµv) is the same as the induced
module I(s, χ◦v×Dµv )|s=−(n+d) as defined in Sect. 6.1, but adapted toHv. Now, [9, Prop. 5.3]
says that this module is irreducible if and only if L(1 + n + d, χ◦v
−1 × Dµv )−1 6= 0. This
condition that the inverse of the local L-factor not being zero is the same as the local
L-factor L(1+n, χ−1v ×Dµv ) not being a pole, which is guaranteed by criticality of s = −n.
Case 2) Suppose −(n+ d) = 0. Since s = −n is critical, we have
L(−n, χv × σv) = L(−n− d, χ◦v × σv) = L(0, χ◦v × σv)
is finite; by the local functional equation we get L(1, χ◦v
−1 × σv) is finite; which implies, as
in the proof of Prop. 5.3 in [9], that IndHvPHv
(χv [−n]×Dµv ) is irreducible.
Irreducibility of aIndHvPHv
(χv × κ2nDµv ) is proved analogously.
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We now show that the two summands aIndHvPHv
(χv ×Dµv ) and aIndHvPHv (χv ×
κ2nDµv ) are
conjugate by κ2n+2 ∈ Gv \Hv but not equivalent. This will show that aIndGvPv (χv × σv) is
irreducible. To see
κ2n+2(aIndHvPHv
(χv ×Dµv )) ∼= aIndHvPHv (χv ×
κ2nDµv ).
observe that the map f 7→ f˜ , where f˜(h) = f(κ−12n+2 hκ2n+2), gives the required Hv-
equivariant isomorphism. Suppose aIndHvPHv
(χv×Dµv) and aIndHvPHv (χv×
κ2nDµv ) are equiva-
lent, then by Mackey theory, it means either Dµv ∼= κ2nDµv or wP0 (χv×Dµv) = χv×κ2nDµv .
The first condition is impossible, since µmin 6= 0 which gives Dµv ≇ κ2nDµv . If the second
condition is true, then since wP0 (χv×Dµv ) = χ−1v × κnDµv , we have χv = χ−1v , hence d = 0,
which is impossible as −(n+ d) ≥ 0.
From Shahidi’s result [30] on local factors using Whittaker functionals, exactly as in the
proof of [15, Prop. 7.24], we conclude that Tst,v(s,wP0) is holomorphic at s = −n and gives
an isomorphism between the two induced modules. 
6.6.2. Factorisation into rank-one intertwining operators. By well-known theorems
of Harish-Chandra and Casselman (see, for example, [36]), the representation Dµv can be
realised as a submodule of the principal series
Ind
◦MP v
B◦MPv
(χ1,v × · · · × χn,v),
where χj,v is the character of R× defined as
χj,v(t) = |t|µ
v
j+n−jsgn(t)µ
v
j , ∀ 1 ≤ j ≤ n,
giving us the character χ1,v × · · · × χn,v on the Borel subgroup B◦MP v of ◦MP v. For later
use, we will call µvj +n− j the exponent of the character χj,v. Recall that χv is of the form:
χv(t) = |t|−dsgn(t)ǫv . The induced modules on either side of the standard intertwining
operator Tst,v can be embedded into principal series representations as:
IndGvPv (χv[s]× Dµv) →֒ IndGvBv (χv[s]× χ1,v × · · ·χn−1,v × χn,v);
note the use of normalised parabolic induction; and similarly,
IndGvPv (χ
−1
v [−s]× κ2nDµv) →֒ IndGvBv (χ−1v [−s]× χ1,v × · · · × χn−1,v × χ−1n,v).
For brevity, let’s denote
(44) κv := χv[s]× χ1,v × · · ·χn−1,v × χn,v,
hence, wP0(κv) = χ
−1
v [−s] × χ1,v × · · · × χn−1,v × χ−1n,v. The local intertwining operator
Tst,v(s,wP0) can be extended to an intertwining operator between the principal series rep-
resentations:
Av(wP0 ,κv) : Ind
Gv
Bv
(κv) −→ IndGvBv (wP0(κv));
where, for any Weyl group element w ∈WG0 , we define Av(w,κv) by the integral
Av(w,κv)(f)(g) =
∫
Uw
f(w−1 u g) du, Uw := U ∩ wU−w−1.
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Note that Uw is the product of the root groups Uα corresponding to {α > 0 : w−1α < 0}.
In particular, UwP0 = UP0 . Now, recall the factorisation in (33), which we rewrite as
wP0 = sα0 sα1 · · · sαn−3 sαn−2 sαn sαn−1sαn−2 · · · sα1 sα0 =: s2n s2n−1 · · · s2 s1,
i.e., sj denotes the simple reflection appearing in j-th position from right in (33). A well-
known lemma due to Langlands (see Shahidi [31, Lem. 4.2.1]) uses the above factorisation
of wP0 to give a factorisation of the operator Av(w,κv) into rank-one operators:
(45) Av(w,κv) =
Av(s2n, s2n−1s2n−2 . . . s1κv) ◦ · · · ◦ Av(s3, s2s1κv) ◦ Av(s2, s1κv) ◦ Av(s1, κv).
A few words of explanation can be helpful. (For more details the reader is referred to
Kim’s expository article [19, Thm. 6.2].) If w = w2w1 with l(w) = l(w2) + l(w1), then the
operator Av(w,κv) factors as a cocyle:
Av(w,κv) = Av(w2, w1κv) ◦ Av(w1,κv),
and furthermore,
{α > 0 : w−1α < 0} = {α > 0 : w−11 α < 0} ∪ w1{α > 0 : w−12 α < 0};
the union is disjoint. Let us enumerate the set ∆U0 as follows:
(46) β1 = e0 − e1, β2 = e0 − e2, . . . , βn = e0 − en,
βn+1 = e0 + en, βn+2 = e0 + en−1, . . . , β2n = e0 + e1.
In (45), the j-th integral is happening over the root-space corresponding to βj .
The simplest nontrivial example can help to visualise the sequence of rank-one operators:
take n = 2, and suppose χv[s] × χ1,v × χ2,v, is a short-form notation for IndGvBv (κv), then
(45) is the composition of the 4 rank-one intertwining operators:
χv[s]× χ1,v × χ2,v
sα0−→ χ1,v × χv[s]× χ2,v
sα1−→ χ1,v × χ2,v × χv[s]
sα2−→ χ1,v × χ−1v [−s]× χ−12,v
sα0−→ χ−1v [−s]× χ1,v × χ−12,v.
Each operator on the right hand side of (45) is the induction to Gv of an SL(2) intertwin-
ing operator; hence the adjective rank-one. We now collect some well-known facts about
the SL(2) situation.
6.6.3. The SL(2) calculation. Just for this paragraph, we let G = SL2(R) and B the
standard Borel subgroup of all upper triangular matrices in G. For z ∈ C and ǫ ∈ {0, 1},
let χ = χz,ǫ be the character of the standard diagonal torus of G defined by
χ( t 00 t−1 ) = |t|zsgn(t)ǫ ∀ t ∈ R×.
If IndGB(χ) denotes the normalised induction from B to G of the character χ, then the
standard intertwining operator Tst is defined between the spaces Ind
G
B(χ) → IndGB(w(χ)),
where w =
(
−1
1
)
is the non-trivial element of Weyl group and w(χ) = χ−z,ǫ. For m ∈ Z,
let ϑm be the character of SO(2) defined by
(
cos θ − sin θ
sin θ cos θ
) 7→ eimθ, and suppose Vm denotes
the representation space of ϑm. The SO(2)-type (ϑm, Vm) appears in Ind
G
B(χ) if and only if
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m ≡ ǫ (mod 2), and in which case it appears with multiplicity one; same comment applies
to IndGB(w(χ)). Let fχ,ǫ (resp., fw(χ),ǫ) be the normalised (i.e., taking the value 1 on the
identity element I2 of G) highest weight vector in the minimal SO(2)-type Vǫ of Ind
G
B(χ)
(resp., IndGB(w(χ))). Then Tst maps fχ,ǫ to a scalar multiple of fw(χ),ǫ. The scalar is
computed by the integral:
Tstfχ,ǫ
((
1 0
0 1
))
=
∫
R
fχ,ǫ
(( −1
1
)−1(
1 u
0 1
))
du.
A standard calculation (see, for example, [15, Sect. 9.2.3, 9.2.4]) gives:
Tstfχ,ǫ = (−i)ǫ
Γ(z+ǫ2 )Γ(
1
2 )
Γ(z+ǫ+12 )
fw(χ),ǫ.
Similarly, for m ≡ ǫ (mod 2), and fχ,m (resp., fw(χ),m) the normalised weight vectors in the
SO(2)-type ϑm of Ind
G
B(χ) (resp., Ind
G
B(w(χ))), we get:
(47) Tst(fχ,m) = (−i)m
Γ(12) Γ(
z
2) Γ(
z+1
2 )
Γ
(
z+1+m
2
)
Γ
(
z+1−m
2
) fw(χ),m.
Let m = 2k + ǫ. Consider a rational function of the variable z, defined by
M(z)k =

(z − ǫ− 1) (z − ǫ− 3) · · · (z − ǫ− (2k − 1))
(z + ǫ+ 1) (z + ǫ+ 3) · · · (z + ǫ+ (2k − 1)) if k > 0,
1 if k = 0,
(z + ǫ− 1) (z + ǫ− 3) · · · (z + ǫ+ (2k + 1))
(z − ǫ+ 1) (z − ǫ+ 3) · · · (z − ǫ− (2k + 1)) if k < 0.
We can rewrite (47) as
(48) Tst(fχ,m) = (−i)2k+ǫ
Γ(12) Γ(
z+ǫ
2 )
Γ(z+ǫ+12 )
M(z)k fw(χ),m.
6.6.4. The intertwining operator on a highest weight vector of a lowest K-type.
Recall from Prop. 43 that the induced representations
Iv := Ind
Gv
Pv
(χv[−n]× Dµv) and I˜v := IndGvPv (χ−1v [n]× κ2nDµv)
are irreducible, and Tst,v(−n,wP0) is an isomorphism between them. Fix a highest weight
vector f0 of the lowest K
◦
v -type in Iv normalised such that f0(1) = 1; this normalisation is
possible as Iv is subrepresentation of a principal series representation. Similarly, fix f˜0 in
I˜v. There exists cv(χv, σv) ∈ C× such that
Tst,v(−n,wP0)(f0) = cv(χv, σv) f˜0.
Now we compute this scalar cv(χv, σv) and relate it to a ratio of archimedean L-factors
which, up to nonzero rational numbers, has the same form as (39); see Prop. 51 below.
Recall our notation: κv in (44), and {β1, . . . , β2n} the roots defined in (46) whose root
spaces generate UP0 . Fix 1 ≤ j ≤ 2n. Suppose βvj is the coroot corresponding to βj , then
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〈βvj ,κv〉 denotes the exponent of the character t 7→ κv(βvj (t)). We have:
〈βvj ,κv〉 =
{
−d− (µvj + n− j), 1 ≤ j ≤ n,
−d+ (µv2n+1−j − n− 1 + j), n+ 1 ≤ j ≤ 2n.
Considering the action on SO(2) types as in (48), the j-th operator from the right in (45)
can be written as:
(49) Av(sj , sj−1 . . . s2s1κv) =
√
pi
Γ
(
s+ 〈βvj ,κv〉+ ǫj
2
)
Γ
(
s+ 〈βvj ,κv〉+ ǫj + 1
2
) Mj(s),
where, ǫj ∈ {0, 1} is defined as ǫj ≡ ǫ0 + µvj (mod 2) for 1 ≤ j ≤ n, and ǫj := ǫ2n+1−j
for j ≥ n + 1, and Mj(s) is the diagonal matrix with rows and columns indexed by k ∈ Z
defined by:
(Mj(s))0,0 = (−i)ǫj ,
(Mj(s))k,k = (−i)2k+ǫj
k∏
l=1
(
s+ 〈βvj ,κv〉 − ǫj − (2l − 1)
)
(
s+ 〈βvj ,κv〉+ ǫj + (2l − 1)
) if k ≥ 1,
(Mj(s))k,k = (−i)2k+ǫj
−k∏
l=1
(
s+ 〈βvj ,κv〉+ ǫj − (2l − 1)
)
(
s+ 〈βvj ,κv〉 − ǫj + (2l − 1)
) if k ≤ −1,
Note that up to the scaling factor (−i)ǫj , the entries of Mj(s) are in Q(s).
Consider the effect of the composition of the operators in (49), for the factorisation in
(45), at our point of evaluation s = −n, on the highest weight vector of a lowest K-type. If
1 ≤ j ≤ n, then
−n+ 〈βvj ,κv〉+ ǫj = −n+ (−d− (µj + n− j) + ǫj ≡ d+ j + ǫ0 (mod 2),
and hence −n+ 〈βvj ,κv〉+ ǫj is even for exactly r values of j (either for j = 1, 3, . . . , n−1 or
for j = 2, 4, . . . , n) and it is odd for other r values of j. A similar analysis for all j ≥ n+ 1
gives us that −n+ 〈βvj ,κv〉+ ǫj is even for r many values of j, and is odd for the remaining
r values of j. In view of Prop. 29, we have for all 1 ≤ j ≤ n− 1:
1− µvj ≤ 1− |µvn| ≤ −(d+ n) ≤ |µvn| − 1 ≤ µvj − 1.
So we have
− n+ 〈βvj ,κv〉+ ǫj ≤ 0 for n values of j, and
− n+ 〈βvj ,κv〉+ ǫj ≥ 1 for remaining n values of j.
(50)
Let’s recall basic properties of the Gamma function: For m ∈ Z, Γ(m) ∈ Z>0 for m ≥ 1,
and and has a simple pole with rational residue for m ≤ 0; these are all the poles; Γ(z) is
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nonvanishing everywhere; and Γ(m+ 12) ∈
√
pi Q×. Consider
Φ(s) :=
2n∏
j=1
√
pi
Γ
(
s+ 〈βvj ,κv〉+ ǫj
2
)
Γ
(
s+ 〈βvj ,κv〉+ ǫj + 1
2
) .
Then, Φ(s) is holomorphic at s = −n since exactly r of the Γ-factors in the numerator have
a pole at s = −n, and exactly r of the Γ-factors in the denominator have a pole at s = −n
(due to the parity conditions on −n + 〈βvj ,κv〉 + ǫj and inequalities (50)). Note that the
contribution from all factors of the type (−i)2k+ǫj is ±1 as ǫj = ǫ2n+1−j for all j.
The calculation in preceding paragraphs, together with (30) as used in Cor. 32, proves
the following proposition:
Proposition 51. For every v ∈ S∞, the nonzero complex number cv(χv, σv) defined by
Tst,v(−n,wP )(f0) = cv(χv, σv) f˜0 satisfies
cv(χv, σv) ≈Q× pin ≈Q×
L(−n, χv × σv)
L(1− n, χv × σv) ,
where, ≈Q× means equality up to a nonzero rational number.
We now consider the map induced by Tst,v(−n,wP ) in cohomology, for which we need to
understand the relative Lie algebra cohomology groups of the induced representations Iv
and I˜v. Although this is a well-known calculation due to Delorme (see Borel and Wallach
[8, Thm. III.3.3]) for connected real reductive groups, in our context of disconnected groups
it entails an arduous exercise in book-keeping, towards which we need to first discuss the
cohomology of the inducing data.
6.6.5. Cohomology of the inducing data χ× σ. The Levi factor of the parabolic sub-
group Pv = P0(Fv) of Gv = G0(Fv) = O(n + 1, n + 1)(R), will be denoted variously as
Mv = MPv = MP0(Fv) = Av × ◦Mv, where Av = R× and ◦Mv = O(n, n)(R). Let’s denote
the maximal compact subgroup of ◦Mv by K◦Mv , and their respective Lie algebras by
◦mv
and k◦Mv . The (
◦mv, k◦Mv)-cohomology of the discrete series representation Dµv was discussed
in Sect. 2.2.7; let’s recall from (22), with notations adapted to the current notations:
Hq0(◦mv, k◦Mv ; Dµv ⊗Mµv) =
Hq0(◦mv, k◦Mv ; Dµ ⊗Nµ) ⊕ Hq0(◦mv, k◦Mv ; s2nDµ ⊗Nµ) ⊕
Hq0(◦mv, k◦Mv ; Dκ2nµ ⊗Nκ2nµ) ⊕ Hq0(◦mv, k◦Mv ; s2nDκ2nµ ⊗Nκ2nµ),
where q0 = n
2/2 is the middle-degree for the symmetric space ◦Mv/K◦Mv , and every sum-
mand on the right hand side is one-dimensional. Furthermore, the group π0(K◦Mv) of con-
nected components acts on Hq0(◦mv, k◦Mv ; Dµv⊗Mµv) as the regular representation. Recall
from (11) that S◦M◦Cf = ◦M(Q)\◦M(A)/K◦◦M(R)◦Cf , hence we need to understand the rela-
tive Lie algebra cohomology group Hq(◦m(R),K◦◦M(R); σ∞ ⊗Mµ), as a π0(◦M(R))-module,
where, σ∞ = ⊗v∈S∞σv. Using a Ku¨nneth theorem over the archimedean places v ∈ S∞ we
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get that this cohomology group is nonzero if and only if q = qm = rF · q0 = rF · n2/2, and
in this ‘middle-degree’, as a π0(
◦M(R))-module we have
Hqm(◦m(R),K◦◦M(R); σ∞ ⊗Mµ) =
⊕
ε∈ ̂π0(◦M(R))
ε,
i.e., every character of π0(
◦M(R)) appears exactly once.
Similarly, we denote the maximal compact subgroup of Av = R× by KAv = {±1}, and
their respective Lie algebras by av and kAv = 0. The (av, kAv )-cohomology, which of course
is the same as the av-cohomology, of the character χv = | |−d ⊗ sgnǫv is
H0(av ; χv ⊗Md) = C sgnǫv+d,
as a π0(Av)-module, whereMd is the representation of GL1 given by t 7→ td. A locally sym-
metric space for A is of the form SABf = A(Q)\A(A)/S(R)◦Bf , hence we need to understand
the relative Lie algebra cohomology groupH•(a(R), S(R)◦; χ∞⊗Md). As an S(R)◦-module,
χ∞ ⊗Md = ⊗v sgnǫv+d is the trivial representation. As is usual in such a context (see, for
example, [29, Sect. 4]) let’s denote εχ = ⊗v sgnǫv+dv for the signature of χ, construed as a
character of π0(A(R)). Note that the signature εχ keeps track of the local signature of the
finite-part as well as the parity of the integer d accounting for the non-unitary part of the
algebraic Hecke character χ. Let s(R) = Lie(S(R)◦). We have:
H•(a(R), S(R)◦; χ∞ ⊗Md) = ∧•(a(R)/s(R))∗,
on which π0(A(R)) acts via εχ. In particular, the cohomology is one-dimensional in the
extreme degrees 0 and rF − 1.
Putting the above discussions on the cohomology for ◦M(R) and A(R) together via a
Ku¨nneth theorem, in cohomology degrees q ∈ {qb, qt} (see (13)), we have
Hq
(
m(R), S(R)◦K◦◦M(R); (χ∞ ⊗ σ∞)⊗Mde0+µ
)
=
⊕
ε∈ ̂π0(◦M(R))
εχ ⊗ ε,
as a module for π0(M(R)) = π0(A(R)) × π0(◦M(R)). Of course, the coefficient system
Mde0+µ stands for Mde0 ⊗Mµ.
6.6.6. Cohomology of induced representations. Assume the conditions in the combi-
natorial lemma hold for d and µ. Hence, we have a (unique) Kostant representative w ∈WP
such that λ := w−1 · (de0 + µ) is dominant. (Recall that the uniqueness of w comes from
the proof of Lem. 37; the sign of µvn determines w
v .) Recall from Sect. 1.2: for v ∈ S∞,
Kv denotes the maximal compact subgroup of G0(Fv) = O(n + 1, n + 1)(R); via the map
h, we have Kv ≃ O(n + 1)(R) × O(n + 1)(R); Kv is as in (6); K∞ =
∏
v∈S∞
Kv and
K∞ =
∏
v∈S∞
Kv; note that K
◦
∞ ⊂ K∞ ⊂ K∞. Our immediate aim is to describe
Hq
(
g(R),K∞;
aInd
G(R)
P (R)(χ∞ ⊗ σ∞)⊗Mλ
)
,
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as a π0(G(R))-module, especially in cohomology degrees q ∈ {qb, qt} (see (14)). Applying
Ku¨nneth theorem over v ∈ S∞, this is the same as
(52)
⊕
∑
v qv=q
⊗
v∈S∞
Hqv
(
g0(Fv),Kv;
aInd
G0(Fv)
P0(Fv)
(χv ⊗ σv)⊗Mλv
)
.
The basic tool to understand these cohomology groups is [8, Thm. III.3.3], but in loc. cit.
the ambient group is a connected reductive group, unlike our G0(Fv) = O(n+ 1, n+ 1)(R)
which has Z/2 × Z/2 as its group of connected components, entailing a careful analysis of
the relevant disconnected groups. We have
π0(G0(Fv)) = π0(Kv) = {I2n+2, s2n+2, κ2n+2, s2n+2κ2n+2}.
Now, recall: sm = h(Im, δm), κm = h(JmδmJm, Im) and hence h(JmδmJm, δm) = smκm.
Hence, Kv is the group generated by K
◦
v and s2n+2κ2n+2. To compute the (g0(Fv),Kv)-
cohomology as in (52), we first compute the (g0(Fv),K
◦
v )-cohomology as a π0(Kv)-module,
and then take invariants under the element s2n+2κ2n+2 ∈ π0(Kv). There is still the action of
Kv/Kv = Z/2, the nontrivial element of which is represented by either s2n+2 or by κ2n+2,
on (g0(Fv),Kv)-cohomology. We have the following proposition:
Proposition 53. Recall qb from (14). In this degree, the cohomology group
Hqb
(
g(R),K∞;
aInd
G(R)
P (R)(χ∞ ⊗ σ∞)⊗Mλ
)
is one-dimensional, on which K∞/K∞ acts via the character εχ.
Proof. Since v is fixed, we will simply denote G0(R) = G0(Fv), P0(R) = P0(Fv), etc. By an
easy exercise in Mackey theory, we have:
ResG0(R)◦
(
aInd
G0(R)
P0(R)
(χv ⊗ σv)
)
= aInd
G0(R)◦
P0(R)∩G0(R)◦
(
ResM0(R)∩G0(R)◦(χv ⊗ σv)
)
,
since, G0(R) = P0(R) ·G0(R)◦, and the parabolic subgroup P0(R) ∩G0(R)◦ of G0(R)◦ has
Levi decomposition (M0(R) ∩ G0(R)◦) · UP0(R), where the Levi factor M0(R) ∩ G0(R)◦ =
(A0(R)× ◦M0(R)) ∩G0(R)◦ may be described as:m(x,g) =
x g
x−1
 : x ∈ R×, g ∈ O(n, n)(R)
 ∩ SO(n+ 1, n+ 1)(R)◦.
The inclusion M0(R) →֒ G0(R) induces at the level of π0 a map that factors canonically as:
π0(M0(R)) =M0(R)/M0(R)
◦ ։ M0(R)/M0(R)∩G0(R)◦ →֒ G0(R)/G0(R)◦ = π0(G0(R)).
The group M0(R)/M0(R)◦ ≃ Z/2× Z/2× Z/2 is generated by the commuting involutions:
{˜i2n = m(−1,I2n), s˜2n = m(1,s2n), κ˜2n = m(1,κ2n)},
and the group G0(R)/G0(R)◦ ≃ Z/2 × Z/2 is generated by {s2n+2, κ2n+2}. The inclusion
M0(R) →֒ G0(R) identifies s˜2n = s2n+2, κ˜2n = κ2n+2. Hence, π0(M0(R)) → π0(G0(R)) is
surjective; we conclude that M0(R)/M0(R) ∩G0(R)◦ ≃ G0(R)/G0(R)◦. Furthermore,
π0(M0(R)) := Ker (π0(M0(R))→ π0(G0(R))) = {1, i˜2n s˜2n},
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since, i˜2n s˜2n ∈ SO(n+ 1)× SO(n+ 1). We have:
M0(R) ∩G0(R)◦ = (A(R)◦ × ◦M0(R)◦)
⊔
i˜2n s˜2n(A(R)
◦ × ◦M0(R)◦).
The restriction of χv ⊗ σv to A(R)◦ × ◦M0(R)◦ is the sum
| |−dv ⊗Dµv ⊕ | |−dv ⊗ s2nDµv ⊕ | |−dv ⊗ κ2nDµv ⊕ | |−dv ⊗ s2nκ2nDµv ,
of four inequivalent irreducible representations. When restricted to M0(R) ∩ G0(R)◦, the
first two summands will fuse together via an intertwining corresponding to i˜2n s˜2n to give an
irreducible representation which we will denote as [χv⊗Dµv ]; the element i˜2n will keep track
of the parity of χ, and s˜2n intertwines Dµv with
s2nDµv . Similarly, the last two summands
fuse together to give an inequivalent irreducible [χv ⊗ κ2nDµv ]. We have
(54) ResG0(R)◦
(
aInd
G0(R)
P0(R)
(χv ⊗ σv)
)
=
aInd
G0(R)◦
P0(R)∩G0(R)◦
([χv ⊗Dµv ]) ⊕ aIndG0(R)
◦
P0(R)∩G0(R)◦
([χv ⊗ κ2nDµv ]) .
For the coefficient system, we have
ResG0(R)◦(Mλv ) = Nλv ⊕ κ2n+2Nλv ,
where Nλv is the irreducible representation of SO(n+ 1, n + 1)(R) with highest weight λv.
For the coefficient systems for various relative Lie algebra cohomology groups considered
here, the reader should always bear in mind Wigner’s lemma which will clarify any possible
confusion.
We will fix basis elements for the various one-dimensional spaces:
(i) For Hq0(◦mv, k◦Mv ; Dµv ⊗Nµv), fix zv as a generator. (See Sect. 2.2.6).
(ii) For Hqm(◦m(R),K◦◦M(R); Dµ ⊗Nµ), fix z = ⊗vzv, via Ku¨nneth theorem.
(iii) For ∧0(a(R)∗), fix a generator a0.
(iv) For Hqb(m(R),K◦M(R); (χ∞ ⊗Dµ)⊗Nde0+µ), fix a0 ⊗ z.
From the discussion above, we get:
Hqb
(
g(R),K∞;
aInd
G(R)
P (R)(χ∞ ⊗ σ∞)⊗Mλ
)
is one-dimensional that has for its generator, after applying [8, Thm. III.3.3] to the coho-
mologies of the two summands of (54), the element:
(55) (a0 ⊗ z+ εχ a0 ⊗ s2nz) + s2nκ2n (a0 ⊗ z+ εχ a0 ⊗ s2nz) ,
where, s2nz = ⊗vs2nzv and similarly for κ2nz and s2nκ2nz. Note that the first term in the right
hand side, i.e., (a0 ⊗ z+ εχ a0 ⊗ s2nz) , is a generator for the cohomology of first summand
of (54); similarly, the second term of (55) is a generator for the cohomology of the second
summand of (54). The generator in (55) may also be written as:
(56) a0 ⊗ z + εχ a0 ⊗ s2nz + a0 ⊗ s2nκ2nz + εχ a0 ⊗ κ2nz,
from which it is clear that either s2n+2 or κ2n+2 acts via εχ. This concludes the proof of
Prop. 53. 
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Remark 57. The cohomology group as in Prop. 53 but in degree qt defined in (14) is not
one-dimensional if F 6= Q as we now explain. The argument goes exactly as in degree qb,
but in degree qt we will end up with the direct sum of the rF -dimensional space
Hqm(◦m(R),K◦◦M(R); Dµ ⊗Nµ)⊗∧rF−1(a(R)∗),
and its appropriate conjugates by s2n+2 and κ2n+2. This will be especially relevant when
we consider Poincare´ duality pairing between Hqb(∂SGKf ,M˜λ,E) and Hqt(∂SGKf ,M˜λv ,E) in
the proof of the Manin–Drinfeld principle in Thm. 65.
6.6.7. Intertwining operator in cohomology. Let Kv,0 = K0 = O(n+1)×O(n+1), as
an algebraic group over Q, where each factor O(n + 1) is the orthogonal group preserving
the quadratic form x21+ · · ·+ x2n+1 = 1. We think of K0 as embedded in G0 via the map h.
Then, of course, Kv,0(R) = O(n + 1)(R) × O(n + 1)(R) is the compact Lie group which is
embedded, via the map h, as a maximal compact subgroup of G0(Fv) = O(n+1, n+1)(R).
Recall the vectors f0 ∈ Iv and f˜0 ∈ I˜v, which are the normalised highest weight vectors of
the lowest K◦v -type. Put
I
0
v (resp., I˜
0
v ) := Q-span of the G0(Q)-orbit of f0 (resp., f˜0).
Then, I 0v ⊗Q C = Iv, and I˜ 0v ⊗Q C = I˜v. Furthermore, recall that Tv(f0) = cv f˜0, where
Tv = Tst,v(−n,wP ) and cv = cv(χv, σv) as in Prop. 51. Define:
T 0v := c
−1
v Tv.
Then, T 0v : I
0
v → I˜ 0v is an isomorphism of G0(Q)-modules; and moreover, any such
isomorphism is unique up to homotheties by Q×.
Next, let M0λv be a Q-structure on the finite-dimensional representation Mλv which is
stable under G0(Q). Let g0 be the Lie algebra of G0; the split orthogonal group G0 is defined
over Q, and so g0 is defined over Q. Let Kv,0 be the subgroup of Kv generated by Kv,0(Q)
and the element s2n+2κ2n+2. Define qb,v = n
2/2 + n; then,
∑
v∈S∞
qb,v = qb. Consider
the relative Lie algebra cohomology group Hqb,v (g0,Kv,0; I
0
v ⊗M0λv), which is a Q-vector
space. We have:
Hqb,v (g0,v,Kv; Iv ⊗Mλv ) = Hqb,v (g0,Kv,0; I 0v ⊗M0λv )⊗Q C.
A fortiori, Hqb,v (g0,K0;I
0
v ⊗M0λv ), is a one-dimensional Q-vector space. Actually, the
proof of Prop. 53 is purely algebraic and works over Q directly giving one-dimensionality.
We fix a Q-basis element [I 0v ] which has the following form:
[I 0v ] =
∑
i,α
X∗i ⊗ φ0i,α ⊗ wα,
where {X∗i }i is a basis of (g0/k0)∗ and for a qb,v-tuple of indices i = (i1, . . . , iqb,v ) we put
X∗i = X
∗
i1
∧ · · · ∧X∗iqb,v ; {wα}α is a basis ofMλv ,0; and φ
0
i,α ∈ I 0v . Similarly, we get a basis
[I˜ 0v ] of H
qb,v (g0,v,Kv; I˜v ⊗Mλv) that is, up to multiplying by a nonzero rational number,
of the form
[I˜ 0v ] =
∑
i,α
X∗i ⊗ T 0v (φ0i,α)⊗ wα.
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The intertwining operator Tv, which is an isomorphism between the induced representations,
induces a linear isomorphism
T •v : H
qb,v (g0,v,Kv; Iv ⊗Mλv) → Hqb,v (g0,v,Kv; I˜v ⊗Mλv),
and from the above discussion we have
(58) T •v ([I
0
v ]) ≈Q× cv [I˜ 0v ].
Taking the tensor product over v ∈ S∞, we have a Q-basis element [I 0] := ⊗v∈S∞ [I 0v ] of
the one-dimensional space
Hqb
(
g(R),K∞;
aInd
G(R)
P (R)(χ∞ ⊗ σ∞)⊗Mλ
)
.
Similarly, [I˜ 0] := ⊗v∈S∞ [I˜ 0v ] generates the one-dimensional
Hqb
(
g(R),K∞;
aInd
G(R)
P (R)(χ
−1
∞ [2n]⊗ κ2nσ∞)⊗Mλ
)
.
From (58) and Prop. 51 we get the following proposition:
Proposition 59. The local intertwining operators Tst,v(−n,wP ), for v ∈ S∞, give an
archimedean intertwining operator Tst,∞ := ⊗v∈S∞Tst,v, that induces a linear isomorphism
between the one-dimensional cohomology spaces:
T •st,∞ : H
qb
(
g(R),K∞;
aInd
G(R)
P (R)(χ∞ ⊗ σ∞)⊗Mλ
)
→
Hqb
(
g(R),K∞;
aInd
G(R)
P (R)(χ
−1
∞ [2n]⊗ κ2nσ∞)⊗Mλ
)
.
Using the basis elements on either side it is given by:
T •st,∞([I
0]) ≈Q×
L∞(−n, χ× σ)
L∞(1− n, χ× σ) [I˜
0],
where, as before, ≈Q× means equality up to a nonzero rational number.
6.7. Local intertwining operators at a non-archimedean place: general case. We
discuss certain arithmetic properties of a local standard intertwining operator at a nonar-
chimedean place v; by the ‘general case’ we mean that no distinction is made whether v
is unramified or not, although the assertions below are used especially when v is ramified.
This discussion is almost exactly as in [15, 7.3.2.1] and so we will be brief here just pointing
to the important steps to take, and especially to one significant difference for orthogonal
groups that requires the local hypothesis in (ii) of Thm. 1.
The normalised standard intertwining operator is defined as:
(60) Tnorm,v(s) =
(
L(s, ιχv × ισv)
L(1 + s, ιχv × ισv)
)−1
Tst,v(s).
In the Langlands–Shahidi machinery it is usual for the normalising factor to include the
ε-factor also (see, for example, [31, (9.1.2)]), but for us the ε-factor plays no role here, and
so we use only the relevant local L-factors.
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Proposition 61. The normalised operator Tnorm,v(s) is holomorphic and nonvanishing
for ℜ(s) ≥ d + 12 . If, furthermore, ισv is tempered then Tnorm,v(s) is holomorphic and
nonvanishing for ℜ(s) ≥ d.
The first assertion is due to Wook Kim ([20, Sect. 5]) and the second assertion in the
tempered case is due to Henry Kim (see [19, Prop. 12.3] and the references therein). The
condition ℜ(s) ≥ d + 12 , at our point of evaluation s = −n translates to −n − d ≥ 1/2
and by integrality to −n − d ≥ 1; and ℜ(s) ≥ d for s = −n means −n − d ≥ 0. In the
context of general linear groups [15, 7.3.2.1], one has a stronger statement due to Mœglin and
Waldspurger [25, Prop. I.10] (see also [19, Prop. 12.4]) but this does not seem to be available
for orthogonal groups. For us, the worst case scenario when −n − d = 0, necessitates the
local tempered assumption. Therefore, we assume henceforth that
(62) either “− n− d ≥ 1” or “−n− d = 0 and ισ is locally tempered at finite places,”
to guarantee Tnorm,v(−n) is finite and nonvanishing.
The rest of the discussion for a local nonarchimedean intertwining operator is the same
as in [15, 7.3.2.1]. (Actually this discussion works in much greater generality; see [28].) One
appeals to certain rationality results: (i) rationality for intertwining operators as in Wald-
spurger [35, Thm.VI.1.1], and (ii) rationality for local factors as in Shahidi [31, Thm. 8.3.2,
(2)], and after a Galois descent argument, one deduces that the normalised standard inter-
twining operator at the point of evaluation, under the assumptions delineated in (62), is
the base-change via ι of an arithmetic intertwining operator, i.e, one has:
(63) Tnorm,v(−n) = Tarith,v ⊗E,ι 1C,
where Tarith,v is an intertwining operator for modules over E:
Tarith,v :
aInd
G0,v
P0,v
(χv × σv)Kv → aIndG0,vP0,v (χ−1v [2n]× κ2nσv)Kv .
7. The Manin–Drinfeld principle
This principle says that inside the cohomology of the boundary there are certain Hecke
stable subspaces that split off from the total boundary cohomology. We will first of all need
to split strongly inner-cohomology for the Levi MP from its total cohomology.
7.1. A splitting principle for strongly-inner cohomology. Consider the cohomology
of ◦M = ResF/Q(O(2n)/F ). For a level structure
◦Cf ⊂ ◦M(Af ), we denote the correspond-
ing Hecke algebra over Q as H◦M◦Cf , and for a finite set S of places including (all archimedean
ones and) all ramified places, we let H◦M,S the abelian subalgebra of H◦M◦Cf by taking the
tensor product of all the local spherical Hecke algebras outside of the places in S.
Proposition 64. Let µ be a dominant integral weight for ◦M. There exists a H◦M,S-
submodule
H•c−!!(S
◦M
◦Cf
,M˜µ,E) ⊂ H•(S◦M◦Cf ,M˜µ,E)
which is complementary to strongly-inner cohomology, i.e., we have as H◦M,S-modules:
H•(S◦M◦Cf ,M˜µ,E) = H•!!(S
◦M
◦Cf
,M˜µ,E) ⊕ H•c−!!(S
◦M
◦Cf
,M˜µ,E).
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Proof. For a commutative Q-algebra A, and an E-vector space V which is also a module
for A, we let SpecA(V ) stand for the set of Q-algebra homomorphisms χ : A → E that
appear as generalised eigencharacters for the A-action on V . With this notation, to show
that strongly-inner cohomology splits, we need to show that
SpecH◦M,S (H
•
!!(S
◦M
◦Cf
,M˜µ,E)) ∩ SpecH◦M,S
(
H•(S◦M◦Cf ,M˜µ,E)/H•!!(S
◦M
◦Cf
,M˜µ,E)
)
= ∅.
If some τ ∈ Coh!!(◦M,µ) appears in the intersection then via a base change by ι : E → C,
ιτ appears in H•(S◦M◦Cf ,M˜ιµ,C)/H•!!(S
◦M
◦Cf
,M˜ιµ,C). Hence also in
H•(S◦M◦Cf ,M˜ιµ,C)/H•! (S
◦M
◦Cf
,M˜ιµ,C) = H•(∂S◦M◦Cf ,M˜ιµ,C).
Therefore ιτ is almost everywhere (i.e., outside of S) equivalent to a parabolically induced
representation, because any simple Hecke-subquotient of boundary cohomology is of this
form as they build up the Epq1 terms of the spectral sequence converging to total boundary
cohomology. But then this implies that ιτ is a CAP representation (CAP = ‘cuspidal
associated to a parabolic’), which is not possible as one of the defining conditions for τ to
be strongly-inner is that the Arthur parameter of ιτ is cuspidal (see, for example, [13]). 
For the torus A, we define Hq!!(SABf ,M˜d,E) := Hq(SABf ,M˜d,E). It is one-dimensional only
in the extremal degrees q = 0 or q = rF − 1. Define
H•!!(SMCf ,M˜de0+µ,E) := H•!!(SABf ,M˜d,E)⊗H•!!(S
◦M
◦Cf
,M˜µ,E).
Similar to the splitting in Prop. 64, we get that H•!!(SMCf ,M˜de0+µ,E) splits from the total
cohomology H•(SMCf ,M˜de0+µ,E).
For general linear groups the complementary module for strongly-inner cohomology is
Eisenstein type (see [15, 5.1.2]). However, for orthogonal groups, strongly-inner cohomology
after a base-change to C, need not capture all of cuspidal cohomology, but captures that
part of cuspidal cohomology that is somehow intrinsic to the orthogonal group–due to the
requirement in Def. 25 that the Arthur parameter is cuspidal.
7.2. Manin–Drinfeld principle.
7.2.1. Induced modules in boundary cohomology. Certain induced modules will ap-
pear frequently for which it will help to have a simplified notation. In what follows we will
freely use the facts that σvf = σf and
κ2nσf = σf . First of all, we let
Hqb!!
(SM ,Mw·λ,E)π0(M(R)) [χf × σf ]
stand for the χf×σf isotypic component in Hqb!!
(SM ,Mw·λ,E) as an HM,S-module on which
π0(M(R)) acts trivially. We assume the combinatorial lemma holds for the data (d, µ), and
in particular, the properties of the Kostant representatives w,w′, wv, and wv′ in Prop. 38
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will be relevant below. Define:
ISb (χf , σf )w :=
(
aInd
π0(G(R))×G(Af)
π0(P (R))×P (Af )
(
Hqb!!
(SM ,Mw·λ,E)π0(M(R)) [χf × σf ]) )Kf ,
ISb (χ
−1
f [2n], σf )w′ :=
(
aInd
π0(G(R))×G(Af)
π0(P (R))×P (Af )
(
Hqb!!
(SM ,Mw′·λ,E)π0(M(R)) [χ−1f [2n]× κ2nσf ]))Kf .
Both these are modules for HG,S that appear in Hqb(∂SGKf ,Mλ,E); this needs a word of
explanation. Using the map θ∗M : H
•(SMCf ,M˜) → H•(S˜MCf ,M˜) (see (18)), and passing to
the limit over all Cf , we embed
Hqb!!
(SM ,Mw·λ,E)π0(M(R)) [χf × σf ] →֒ Hqb!! (S˜M ,Mw·λ,E)π0(M(R)) [χf × σf ],
which is an isomorphism, since on the A part we have cohomology in degree 0, i.e.,
∧0(a/s)∗ ∼= ∧0(a)∗. From (17) we get
Hqb!!
(
S˜M ,Mw·λ,E
)π0(M(R))
[χf × σf ] = Hqb!!
(SM ,Mw·λ,E) [χf × σf ],
which upon inducing, i.e., after applying aInd
π0(G(R))×G(Af )
π0(P (R))×P (Af )
, as in Prop. 10, is a summand
in Hqb(∂PSG,M˜λ,E), and taking Kf -invariants lands us in Hqb(∂SGKf ,Mλ,E). There is a
dual version of the induced modules using ‘top-degree’.
ISt (χ
−1
f [2n], σf)wv :=
(
aInd
π0(G(R))×G(Af)
π0(P (R))×P (Af )
(
Hqt!!
(SM ,Mwv·λv,E)π0(M(R)) [χ−1f [2n]× σvf ]))Kf ,
ISt (χf , σf )wv′ :=
(
aInd
π0(G(R))×G(Af)
π0(P (R))×P (Af )
(
Hqt!!
(SM ,Mwv′·λv,E)π0(M(R)) [χf × κ2nσvf ]) )Kf .
Both these are modules for HG,S that appear in Hqt(∂SGKf ,Mλv,E). In this situation, it is
similar to the above discussion on bottom-degree with one exception. The embedding
Hqt!!
(SM ,Mw·λ,E)π0(M(R)) [χf × σf ] →֒ Hqt!! (S˜M ,Mw·λ,E)π0(M(R)) [χf × σf ],
is not an isomorphism if F 6= Q, since we only have an injection ∧rF−1(a/s)∗ →֒ ∧rF−1(a)∗;
see Rem. 57.
7.2.2. The Manin–Drinfeld principle. The main theorem on isotypic components in
boundary cohomology, called the Manin–Drinfeld principle, is the following theorem, that
generalizes Thm. 5.12 of [15] from general linear groups dealt therein to our context of
orthogonal groups. We will henceforth assume that the level structure Kf is a neat open-
compact subgroup of G(Af ) of the form Kf =
∏
v/∈S∞
Kv, where Kv = G(Ov) for almost
all v, and for the finite set of ramified places (i.e., places where it is a proper subgroup of
G(Ov)) we assume that Kv is a principal congruence subgroup of G(Ov); this is compatible
with our previous requirement that Cf = κP (Kf ∩ P (Af )) is a product Bf × ◦Cf .
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Theorem 65. (i) The π0(G(R)) ×HG,S-modules
ISb (χf , σf )w, I
S
b (χ
−1
f [2n], σf )w′ , I
S
t (χ
−1
f [2n], σf )wv , and I
S
t (χf , σf )wv′
are finite-dimensional E-vector spaces and all of which have the same E-dimension,
denoted say k.
(ii) The direct sum
ISb (χf , σf )w ⊕ ISb (χ−1f [2n], σf )w′
is a 2k-dimensional isotypic subspace of Hqb(∂SGKf ,Mλ,E). Furthermore, there exists
a π0(G(R)) ×HG,S-equivariant projection:
Rbχf ,σf : Hqb(∂SGKf ,Mλ,E) −→ ISb (χf , σf )w ⊕ ISb (χ−1f [2n], σf )w′ .
(iii) The direct sum
ISt (χ
−1
f [2n], σf )wv ⊕ ISt (χf , σf )wv′
is a 2k-dimensional isotypic subspace of Hqt(∂SGKf ,Mλv,E). Furthermore, there ex-
ists a π0(G(R)) ×HG,S-equivariant projection:
Rtχf ,σf : Hqt(∂SGKf ,Mλ,E) −→ ISt (χ−1f [2n], σf )wv ⊕ ISt (χf , σf )wv′ .
Proof. The proof of (i) is purely local and is delineated as the following lemma:
Lemma 66. Recall the hypotheses on Kf ⊆ G(Af ) as in the first paragraph of 7.2.2. We
have:
dim
(
aInd
Gf
Pf
(χf × σf )Kf
)
= dim
(
aInd
Gf
Pf
(χ−1f [2n]× κ2nσf )Kf
)
.
Proof. This is a purely local statement since the groups and the representations factor over
the set of all finite places. For brevity, we will suppress the subscript v from Gv, Pv, χv,
σv, Kv , etc. We need to prove
dim
(
aIndGP (χ× σ)K
)
= dim
(
aIndGP (χ
−1[2n]× κ2nσ)K) .
For v unramified, both sides are 1. The statement needs a proof only for ramified v (although
for the proof we do not need to make any distinction).
Recall Frobenius reciprocity ([4, Prop. 2.29]): If π is an admissible representation of a
reductive p-adic group G and K is an open compact subgroup then
HomK(1, π) ∼= HomG(indGK(1), π),
where indGK(1) is the compact induction of the trivial representation of K to G whose
representation space os C∞c (K\G). Secondly, let us recall the following version of Mackey
theory (see [23]), which when applied to our situation reads:
(67) HomG
(
indGK(1),
aIndGP (τ)
)
=
⊕
x∈P\G/K
HomK ∩ x−1Px(1, τ
x),
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where τ is a tentative notation for either χ × σ or χ−1[2n] × κ2nσ. The summand on the
right hand side indexed by x can be conjugated by x and we may rewrite this as:
(68) HomG
(
indGK(1),
aIndPG(τ)
)
=
⊕
x∈P\G/K
HomxKx−1∩P (1, τ) =
⊕
x∈P\G/K
V xKx
−1∩P
τ .
By the Cartan decomposition G = P · G(O) (where O is our abbreviated notation for
Ov in Fv), every representative x ∈ P\G/K, may be taken to be in G(O). A principal
congruence subgroup of G(O) being normal, from (67) and (68) we have
(69) dim
(
aIndPG(τ)
K
)
= |P\G/K|dim(V K∩Pτ ),
where Vτ is the representation space of τ, which is either χ× σ or χ−1[2n] × κ2nσ. Now K
being principal congruence subgroup of G, it has an Iwahori factorisation:
K = (K ∩ UP−) · (K ∩MP ) · (K ∩ UP ).
Hence K ∩ P = (K ∩MP ) · (K ∩ UP ). Furthermore, τ is a representation of MP that is
inflated to P before inducing. Hence,
(70) V K∩Pτ = V
K∩MP
τ .
Since MP = GL1 × O(2n), we may write K ∩MP = KGL1 × ◦K, with KGL1 ⊆ O× and
◦K ✂ O(2n)(O). The character χ−1[2n], restricted to O× is the same as χ−1, hence both
are either trivial or nontrivial on KGL1 simultaneously. Since σ
∼= κ2nσ we get:
(71) dim
(
V K∩MPχ×σ
)
= dim
(
V K∩MP
χ−1[2n]×κ2nσ
)
.
The proof follows from (69), (70) and (71). 
We now prove (ii) of Thm. 65; and leave (iii) to the reader as it is almost identical to
the proof of (ii). Define the map Rbχf ,σf by the following diagram, in which [G] (resp., [P ])
denotes π0(G(R)) ×G(Af ) (resp., π0(P (R))× P (Af )).
(72) Hqb(∂SGKf ,Mλ,E)
R
b
χf ,σf

restriction to the stratum for P // Hqb(∂PSGKf ,Mλ,E)
∼= Prop. 10
⊕
u∈WP
(
aInd
[G]
[P ](H
qb−ℓ(u)(SMP ,Mu·λ,E))
)Kf

ISb (χf , σf )w ⊕ ISb (χ−1f [2n], σf)w′
(
aInd
[G]
[P ](H
qb
!! (SMP ,Mw·λ,E))
)Kf
oo
(The bottom horizontal arrow needs the word of explanation as in 7.2.1.) The rest of the
proof is similar to, but finer than, the proof of Prop. 64. We need to show that
(73) SpecHG,S (I
S
b (χf , σf )w ⊕ ISb (χ−1f [2n], σf )w′) ∩ SpecHG,S (Ker(Rbχf ,σf ) = ∅.
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Towards this, suppose we have a simple HG,S-module that occurs as a subquotient of
Hqb(∂SGKf ,Mλ,E) and whose HG,S-eigencharacter appears in
SpecHG,S
(
ISb (χf , σf )w ⊕ ISb (χ−1f [2n], σf )w′
)
,
then using Prop. 10, for some ι : E → C, there exists a proper parabolic subgroup R of G
with Levi quotient MR which is the restriction of scalars from F to Q of
GLn1/F × · · · ×GLnk/F ×O(ℓ, ℓ)/F
and there exist cuspidal automorphic representations τi of GLni(AF ) and ξ of O(ℓ, ℓ)(AF )
such that the action of HG,S on (IndG(A)R(A)(τ1×τ2×· · · τk×ξ))Kf is via the same eigencharacter
as its action on (Ind
G(Af )
P (Af )
(ιχf [−n]× ισf ))Kf . In other words,
Ind
G(A)
R(A)(τ1 × τ2 × · · · τk × ξ) ∼=a.e. Ind
G(Af )
P (Af )
(ιχ[−n]× ισ),
where ∼=a.e. means the local modules are equivalent for all v outside of a finite set S. Suppose
Ψξ is the Arthur parameter for ξ, then the Arthur parameters on both sides of the above
equation are related as:
(⊞ki=1τi) ⊞ Ψξ ⊞ (⊞
k
i=1τ
v
i ) =
ιχ[−n] ⊞ Ψισ ⊞ ιχ−1[n].
Using Jacquet and Shalika [17, Thm. 4.4] we conclude: ℓ = n, k = 1, R = P and
Ψξ = Ψισ, then using Arthur [1] and Atobe–Gan [2] we conclude that either ξ ∼=a.e.
ισ or ξ ∼=a.e. κ2nισ; furthermore, we also get τ1 = ιχ[−n] or ιχ−1[n]. This proves that
ISb (χf , σf )w ⊕ ISb (χ−1f [2n], σf )w′ is isotypic in Hqb(∂SGKf ,Mλ,E). Furthermore, recalling
that in the definition of the modules ISb (χf , σf )w and I
S
b (χ
−1
f [2n], σf )w′ we first take the
isotypic components of χf × σf and χ−1f [2n] × κ2nσf and then induce, the same argument
as above proves (73). 
8. Rank-one Eisenstein cohomology
An indispensable tool for our main theorem on Eisenstein cohomology is Poincare´ duality
which gives that the image of total cohomology in the cohomology of the boundary is in
fact a maximal isotropic subspace. We briefly review Poincare´ duality in our context, and
refer the reader to [15, Sect. 6.1] for more details.
8.1. Poincare´ duality. The maps in the long exact sequence in cohomology from 1.6.2
relate Poincare´ duality for SGKf and ∂SGKf as in the following diagram:
(74) H•(SGKf ,M˜λ,E)
r•

× Hd−•c (SGKf ,M˜λv,E) −→ E
H•(∂SGKf ,M˜λ,E) × Hd−1−•(∂SGKf ,M˜λv,E)
∂•
OO
−→ E
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where d := dim(SG
Kf
) and d−1 = dim(∂SG
Kf
), and the duality maps are the horizontal arrows.
Define Eisenstein cohomology as
HqEis(∂SGKf ,M˜λ,E) := Image
(
Hq(SGKf ,M˜λ,E)
r•−→ Hq(∂SGKf ,M˜λ,E)
)
.
It follows from the above diagram as in [15, Prop. 6.1] that HqEis(∂SGKf ,Mλ,E) is a maximal
isotropic subspace of boundary cohomology, i.e.,
(75) HqEis(∂SGKf ,M˜λ,E) = Hd−1−qEis ((∂SGKf ,M˜λv ,E)⊥.
8.2. The main theorem on rank-one Eisenstein cohomology. The following theorem
is the generalization of Thm. 6.2 of [15] to our context of orthogonal groups:
Theorem 76. Define the images of Eisenstein cohomology under the Hecke-equivariant
maps R of Thm. 65 as:
ISb (χf , σf ) := Rbχf ,σf (HqbEis(∂SG,M˜λ,E)Kf ),
ISt (χf , σf ) := Rtχf ,σf (HqtEis(∂SG,M˜λv,E)Kf ).
We have:
(i) ISb (χf , σf ) is a k-dimensional subspace of
ISb (χf , σf )w ⊕ ISb (χ−1f [2n], σf )w′ .
(ii) ISt (χf , σf ) is a k-dimensional subspace of
ISt (χ
−1
f [2n], σf )wv ⊕ ISt (χf , σf )wv′ .
Proof. The proof is almost identical to the proof of Thm. 6.2 of [15] with one very fine
difference; we adumbrate the proof while pointing to this difference, and refer the reader
to loc. cit. for details. There are two steps. The first step (as in [15, 6.2.2.1]) is to show
that these images are at least k-dimensional; this is achieved after a base-change via an
ι ∈ Hom(E,C) and showing the resulting spaces are at least k-dimensional. Suppose (d, µ)
is on the right of unitary axis. Using Thm. 40, we see that ISb (χf , σf ) ⊗E,ι C contains
cohomology classes represented by (f, f+Tst(−n,wP0 , ιχ× ισ)(f)) where f ∈ I(−n, ιχ× ισ)
represents a class in ISb (χf , σf )w ⊗E,ι C. Hence
dimE(I
S
b (χf , σf )) = dimC(I
S
b (χf , σf )⊗E,ι C) ≥ k.
If (d, µ) is on the left of unitary axis, then (−d−2n, κ2nµ) is on the right of unitary axis and
hence by working with the intertwining map Tst(n,wP0 ,
ιχ−1[−2n]×κ2nισ) we get the desired
result. Similarly, we also get ISt (χf , σf ) is at least k-dimensional. The second step (as in [15,
6.2.2.2]) involves Poincare´ duality pairing (74) to show that both are exactly k-dimensional
E-vector spaces; the fine difference alluded to above concerns the setting up of the relevant
exercise in linear algebra to make this conclusion, which we now discuss. For brevity, let
V = ISb (χf , σf )w ⊕ ISb (χ−1f [2n], σf )w′ and W = ISt (χ−1f [2n], σf )wv ⊕ ISt (χf , σf )wv′ . Since,
V ⊂ Hqb(∂SG,M˜λ,E)Kf and W ⊂ Hqt(∂SG,M˜λv,E)Kf , the Poincare´ duality pairing in the
bottom horizontal arrow in (74) restricts to a pairing on ( , ) : V ×W → E. This pairing
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need not be perfect in general, but in our situation the induced map V → W∗ is injective.
This is because in the bottom-degree we have all possible occurrences of χf ×σf accounted
for, which is reflected by ∧0a∗ being one-dimensional. In contrast, in the top-degree, we
would have ∧rF−1a∗, which is rF -dimensional that is greater than one if F 6= Q; see Rem. 57.
Now, for brevity, let Ib = I
S
b (χf , σf ) ⊂ V and It := ISt (χf , σf ) ⊂ W. From (75) we have
(Ib,It) = 0. The injective map V → W∗ induces an injection Ib → (W/It)∗. Together with
the conclusion of the first step we get:
k ≤ dim(Ib) ≤ dim(W/It)∗ ≤ k,
giving us k = dim(Ib) = dim(It). 
The above theorem is best appreciated by pretending k = 1, in which case, it says that
the image of total Eisenstein cohomology, via the rank-one Eisenstein cohomology for P ,
inside a 2-dimensional isotypic subspace is one-dimensional, i.e., a line in a 2-dimensional
vector space over E. The slope of this line is an element of E, which after passing to a
transcendental situation is related to a ratio of L-values, hence giving us a rationality result
for that ratio; this is the essence of the proof of our main theorem on special values of
L-functions.
9. Proof of the main theorem on L-values
We are now in a position to give a proof of Thm. 1.
9.1. “Right Vs Left” of the unitary axis. As in Sect. 6, just for this subsection, the
ι : F → E is fixed and so, for brevity, we suppress it from notation. In Sect. 9.2 we will
show, under the condition 1− µmin ≤ −(d+ n) ≤ µmin − 1 for (d, µ), an algebraicity result
for the ratio
L(−n, χ× σ)
L(1− n, χ× σ) =
L(−n− d, χ◦ × σ)
L(1− n− d, χ◦ × σ)
when (d, µ) is on the right of the unitary axis, i.e., when −(d+n) ≥ 0. The above restrictions
on −(d + n) together gives: 0 ≤ −(n + d) ≤ µmin − 1. Letting d vary within these bounds
we get an algebraicity theorem for the ratios:
(77)
{
L(0, χ◦ × σ)
L(1, χ◦ × σ) ,
L(1, χ◦ × σ)
L(2, χ◦ × σ) , . . . ,
L(µmin − 1, χ◦ × σ)
L(µmin, χ◦ × σ)
}
.
The critical set {1 − µmin, 2− µmin, . . . , µmin} for L(s, χ◦ × σ) contains 2µmin − 1 pairs of
successive integers, and (77) covers only µmin successive pairs. For the remaining µmin − 1
ratios of successive L-values:
(78)
{
L(1− µmin, χ◦ × σ)
L(2− µmin, χ◦ × σ) , . . . ,
L(−1, χ◦ × σ)
L(0, χ◦ × σ)
}
,
we can start from the other side of the intertwining operator:
Tst(s)|s=−n : aIndG(A)P (A) (χ× σ) −→ aInd
G(A)
P (A)
(
χ−1[2n]× κ2nσ) ;
that is, we consider the standard intertwining operator:
Tst(s,wP0 , χ
−1 × κ2nσ) : I(s, χ−1 × κ2nσ) −→ I(−s, χ× σ)
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at its point of evaluation which is s = n. If (d, µ) corresponds to (χ, σ), then (−d −
2n, κ2nµ) corresponds to (χ−1[2n], κ2nσ). Also, at our fixed ι : F → E which is currently
suppressed from notation, if µ is given by (µ1, . . . , µn−1, µn) then
κ2nµ is represented by
(µ1, . . . , µn−1,−µn), in particular, µmin = (κ2nµ)min. The condition 1 − µmin ≤ −(d +
n) ≤ µmin − 1 imposed by the combinatorial lemma for (d, µ) is identical to the those on
(−d− 2n, κ2nµ). Next, if (d, µ) is on the left of the unitary axis, i.e., if −(d+ n) < 0 which
is (d+n) ≥ 1, then for (−d−2n, κ2nµ) we have −(−d−2n)−n ≥ 1, or that (−d−2n, κ2nµ)
is strictly to the right of its unitary axis, giving us an algebraicity theorem for
L(n, χ−1 × κ2nσ)
L(1 + n, χ−1 × κ2nσ) =
L(n+ d, χ◦−1 × κ2nσ)
L(1 + n+ d, χ◦−1 × κ2nσ) .
So when (d, µ) is on the left of the unitary axis, together with the combinatorial lemma,
the restrictions are: 1 ≤ d+ n ≤ µmin − 1; and if we let d vary within this range, we get
an algebraicity theorem for the ratios of L-values:
(79)
{
L(1, χ◦−1 × κ2nσ)
L(2, χ◦−1 × κ2nσ) , . . . ,
L(µmin − 1, χ◦−1 × κ2nσ)
L(µmin, χ◦−1 × κ2nσ)
}
.
To compare the list in (78) and (79), we use the global functional equation:
L(s, χ◦ × σ) = ε(s, χ◦ × σ)L(1 − s, χ◦−1 × σv),
together with the easy observations (i) κ2nσ = σ since κ2n ∈ O(2n), and (ii) σv = σ
since both are nearly equivalent (as easy observation on their Satake parameters), having
the same cuspidal Arthur parameter and being globally generic with respect to the same
Whittaker datum. The global ε-factor is a product of local ε-factors. At a non-archimedean
place v, the local ε-factor is of the form W (χv × σv) q(1/2−s)(cv)v where W (χv × σv) is the
local root number and cv is the sum of conductoral exponents of the data. Thus the ratio of
ε-factors at two successive integers is a nonzero rational number. At an archimedean place,
the local ε-factor is a constant. Hence the ratio of global ε-factors at two successive integers
is a nonzero rational number. Finally, we note all the individual L-values in (78) and (79)
are nonvanishing; since L(s, χ◦ × Ψ(σ)) 6= 0 for any integer value of s, by the unitarity of
Ψ(σ) and χ◦, and appealing to the theorem of Jacquet–Shalika [18]. We get the equalities:
L(1, χ◦−1 × κ2nσ)
L(2, χ◦−1 × κ2nσ) ≈Q×
L(0, χ◦ × σ)
L(−1, χ◦ × σ) , . . . ,
L(µmin − 1, χ◦−1 × κ2nσ)
L(µmin, χ◦−1 × κ2nσ) ≈Q×
L(2− µmin, χ◦ × σ)
L(1− µmin, χ◦ × σ) ,
which show that an algebraicity result for the ratios of L-values in (79) implies an alge-
braicity result for the (reciprocals of the) ratios of L-values in (78).
9.2. Conclusion of proof. We need to prove that when (d, µ) is on the right of the
unitary axis and also satisfies the condition imposed by the combinatorial lemma, i.e, when
0 ≤ −(d + n) ≤ µmin − 1, then L(−n, ιχ × ισ)/L(1 − n, ιχ × ισ) ∈ ι(E), and that for all
η ∈ Gal(Q¯/Q) we have the reciprocity law as in (iii) of Thm. 1.
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From Thm. 76, we have ISb (χf , σf ) is a k-dimensional subspace inside the 2k-dimensional
space ISb (χf , σf )w ⊕ ISb (χ−1f [2n], σf )w′ . From the proof of Thm. 76 it follows that we have
an E-linear map: TEis := TEis(χf , σf ) : I
S
b (χf , σf )w → ISb (χ−1f [2n], σf )w′ , such that
(80) ISb (χf , σf ) =
{
(ξ, ξ + TEis(ξ) | ξ ∈ ISb (χf , σf )w
}
.
Take ι : E → C, and base change to C via ι to consider the map TEis ⊗E,ι 1C.
From the definitions of the modules ISb (χf , σf )w and I
S
b (χ
−1
f [2n], σf )w′ in 7.2.1, it follows
that TEis ⊗E,ι 1C is the map T •st induced at the level of cohomology, i.e., after applying the
functor
Hqb
(
g(R),K∞; −⊗Mιλ,C
)
to the standard global intertwining operator at the point of evaluation s = −n:
Tst :
aInd
G(A)
P (A)(
ιχ⊗ ισ) → aIndG(A)P (A)(ιχ−1[2n]⊗ ικ2nσ).
Recall from Prop. 59 that we have the relative Lie algebra cohomology classes at infinity,
[I 0] and [I˜ 0], and that
T •st,∞([I
0]) ≈Q×
L∞(−n, ιχ× ισ)
L∞(1− n, ιχ× ισ) , [I˜
0].
Let’s define a map
T •loc,∞ : H
qb
(
g(R),K∞;
aInd
G(R)
P (R)(
ιχ∞ ⊗ ισ∞)⊗Mιλ,C
)
→
Hqb
(
g(R),K∞;
aInd
G(R)
P (R)(
ιχ−1∞ [2n]⊗ ικ2nσ∞)⊗Mιλ,C
)
,
which is characterised by T •loc,∞([I
0]) ≈Q× [I˜ 0] and such that
(81) T •st,∞ =
L∞(−n, ιχ× ισ)
L∞(1− n, ιχ× ισ)T
•
loc,∞.
At a place v outside of a finite set S of places including all archimedean places and all
finite ramified places, if f0v and f˜
0
v are the normalised spherical vectors respectively then
from (39) at our point of evaluation s = −n we get:
Tst,v(f
◦
v ) =
L(−n, ιχv × ισv)
L(1− n, ιχv × ισv) f˜
◦
v .
For v /∈ S define:
Tloc,v :=
(
L(−n, ιχv × ισv)
L(1− n, ιχv × ισv)
)−1
Tst,v,
which is characterised by Tloc,v(f
◦
v ) = f˜
◦
v . It is clear then that Tloc,v is the base change
via ι of a map defined over E, i.e., there exists an E-linear map Tloc,v,0 such that Tloc,v =
Tloc,v,0 ⊗E,ι 1C. Now define T Sloc = ⊗v/∈STloc,v and T Sloc,0 = ⊗v/∈STloc,v,0; we have
T Sloc = T
S
loc,0 ⊗E,ι 1C.
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Putting together the discussion for v /∈ S we have:
(82) T Sst :=
⊗
v/∈S
Tst,v =
LS(−n, ιχ× ισ)
LS(1− n, ιχ× ισ)
(
T Sloc,0 ⊗E,ι 1C
)
,
where LS(s, ιχ× ισ) =∏v/∈S LS(s, ιχv × ισv) is the partial L-function.
For a finite place v in S, recalling our hypothesis in (62), the normalised intertwining
operator in (60) and its arithmetic version (63) can be put together to give:
(83) Tst,v(−n) =
(
L(−n, ιχv × ισv)
L(1− n, ιχv × ισv)
)
Tarith,v ⊗E,ι 1C
Putting these calculations together, while keeping in mind the partitioning of all places
as the disjoint union S∞ ∪ (S \ S∞) ∪ {v : v /∈ S}, we have:
TEis(χf , σf )⊗E,ι 1C = T •st,∞ ⊗ (⊗v∈S\S∞Tst,v) ⊗ (T Sst).
Using (81), (82) and (83) we get:
(84) TEis(χf , σf )⊗E,ι 1C =
L(−n, ιχ× ισ)
L(1− n, ιχ× ισ)
(
T •loc,∞ ⊗E T Sloc,0 ⊗E (⊗v∈S\S∞Tarith,v)
)⊗E,ι 1C,
from which it follows that
L(−n, ιχ× ισ)
L(1− n, ιχ× ισ) ∈ ι(E).
For Galois equivariance in (iii) of Thm. 1, consider the action of η ∈ Gal(Q¯/Q) on
ι ∈ Hom(E, Q¯) = Hom(E,C) by η∗(ι) = η ◦ ι. We hit the diagram in (72) by η, and by
functoriality of the cohomology groups as in [15, 2.3.3], we get
η•(TEis(χf , σf )) = TEis(
ηχf ,
ησf ).
For brevity, let’s put Tloc(χf , σf ) =
(
T •loc,∞ ⊗E T Sloc,0 ⊗E (⊗v∈S\S∞Tarith,v)
)
for what shows
up in the right hand side of (84), and also put L (ιχ× ισ) = L(−n, ιχ× ισ)/L(1−n, ιχ× ισ).
Then, we may rewrite (84), while using ι to base-change to Q¯, as:
TEis(χf , σf )⊗E,ι 1Q¯ = Tloc(χf , σf )⊗E,ι L (ιχ× ισ)1Q¯.
On the one hand we have
(1⊗ η) ◦ (TEis(χf , σf )⊗E,ι 1Q¯) = η•(TEis(χf , σf ))⊗E,η◦ι η =
TEis(
ηχf ,
ησf )⊗E,η◦ι η = Tloc(ηχf , ησf )⊗E,η◦ι L (η◦ιχ× η◦ισ)η,
and, on the other hand, we have
(1⊗ η) ◦ (TEis(χf , σf )⊗E,ι 1Q¯) = (1⊗ η) ◦ (Tloc(χf , σf )⊗E,ι L (ιχ× ισ)1Q¯) =
η•Tloc(χf , σf )⊗E,η◦ι η(L (ιχ× ισ))η = Tloc(ηχf , ησf )⊗E,η◦ι η(L (ιχ× ισ))η.
We conclude η(L (ιχ× ισ)) = L (η◦ιχ× η◦ισ). This concludes the proof of Thm. 1. ✷
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9.3. A final comment. Let’s amplify a remark made in [5], that it is important to prove
the main theorem at the level of L-functions for GL1 × O(2n), and not as L-functions for
GL1 ×GL2n after transferring from O(2n) to GL2n. This is already seen in the context of
Shimura’s theorem on the special values of Rankin–Selberg L-functions for elliptic modular
forms (see [32], Thm. 1,(iv), and Thm. 4) because (i) the Langlands transfer, f ⊠g, of a pair
of elliptic modular forms f and g of distinct weights, is a cuspidal representation of GL4
that does not see the Petersson norm 〈f, f〉 of only one of the constituents; and (ii) for an
L-function L(s, π) with π cuspidal on GL4/Q, successive L-values would see two periods
c+(π) and c−(π) attached to π, and in the automorphic world, it is not (yet) known that
if π came via transfer from GL2 × GL2 then c+(π) ≈ c−(π). More generally, one may ask
whether the main result of [15] applied to GL1×GL2n implies the main result of this paper;
this would be the case if we could prove that the relative periods Ωε(Ψσ) therein attached
to the cuspidal representation Ψσ of GL2n are trivial because of Ψσ being a transfer from
a cuspidal σ on O(2n). At this moment we have no idea how one might even begin to
prove such a period relation–hence our insistence on working intrinsically in the context of
orthogonal groups.
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